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NTRODUCT ON

Using

This Guide
The 3-2-1 CONTACT Teach-

er's Guide covers 20 distinct
theme weeks, as listed in the ta-
ble of contents. You'll find:

a brief introduction to the con-
tents of each week's shows.

detailed discussion of each
wee't's primary concepts.
These discussions point out spe-
cific segments that build toward
the concept. They also suggest
activities to extend or reinforce
the concept.

presentations focusing on in-
dividual segments selected as
particularly useful in classroom
situations. These presentations
also include activity suggestions.

For several theme weeks, you'll also fin ' re-
producible student activity pages. Instructions
for the activity appear just to the left, on the fac-
ing page. Feel free to reproduce these activity
pages c. any other material in the Guide for your
own in-school use. (Any further reproduction is
prohibited.)

Whenever possible, try out the suggested ac-
tivities ahead of class. You may decide to make
minor adjustmentsturning a small-group ac-
tivity into a pairs activity, turning a full-class pro-
ject into a two-team competition, substituting a
material that's easier for you to obtain, and so
forth.

Space doesn't permit detailed discussion of
every segment in the 100 shows covered by this
Guide. But every segment is briefly described in
the program listing you'll find in the middle of the
book. Segments listed there, but not in the body
of the Guide, may be appropriate for your partic-
ular needs. The listing includes a correlated cur-
riculum, associating 3-2-1 CONTACT segments
with standard elementary school science
topics.

3-2-1 CONTACT brings the
excitement of science into
your dassroom. With mini-
documentaries, music videos,
and animations, with visits to
men and women working at
the frontiers of science all
over the world, 3-2-1 CON-
TACT gives students access to
science experiences that
might otherwise be impossi-
bly remote. And this Guide
gives you access to 3-2-1
CONTACT.

Each week of 3-2-1 CON-
TACT providea; structured
exposure to a different
domain of science. Within
each of these "theme
weeks," each program
develops one aspect of the
overall theme, presenting an
assortment of short seg-
ments designed to arouse
interest, elucidate, and
motivate.

The key to effective class-
room use of 3-2-1 CONTACT
is identifying appropriate
material from the series
whether short segments, full
ha!f-hour shows, or entira
theme weeks. This Guide is
designed to help you find the
material you need.

4

Using

3-2-1 CONTACT
Your local public television

station can provide you with a
current 3-2-1 CONTACT broad-
cast schedule.

Feel free to tape 3-2-1 CONTACT for class-
room use. It's perfectly legal. 3-2-1 CONIACT
may be taped off the air for in-school classroom
use, provided that the tape is erased within three
years.

Whenever possible, screen segments before
using them in class. You may well find applica-
tions this Guide doesn't cover.

3-2-1 CONTACT is closed captioned for hear-
ing-impaired students.



Tlinring
and Refining

-

By procesing and refining, people
turn raw materials into materials we
can use. Malaysian rubber workers tap
trees for latex, then turn the liquid into
usable rubber (Monday). Tin miners
break up gravel banks with water, then
filter ore out of the mud (Tuesday).

Are any raw materials collected in
your town? Do any ntarby plants proc-
ess raw materialfrom metals to milk?
Kids car research local indastries. Bet-
ter yet, take a field trip to a nearby fac-
tory.

Training

Wild Animals
Each animal species has characteris-

tic behaviors. In Malaysia, people train
wild animals to apply their abilities to
meet human needs. Water buffalo are
trained to p w flooded rice fields
(Wednesday). :donkeys use their tree-
climbing talents to harvest coconuts,
and elephants pull heavy logs through
the deep jungle (Thursday).

Trainers depend on repetition to
teach animals new tricks. That's on,,
way people learn, toe, as kids can dis-
cover. Ma':e up a list of five or ten unfa-
iiliar sets of letters (e.g., mkp, zdt,

fyg,. Have kids study the list for 30 sec-
onds, then write down as many as they
recall. Repeat the procedure over and
over, ref. ordiag scores, until most kids
approach 100% accuracy. Discus; how
repetition helps you learn.

The next day, surprise the class by
repeating the experimentwith the
same sets of letters. They'll see how re-
learninga form of repetkionis eas-
ier than learning something for the fii _I
time. r
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Bouncing,

Breaking,

Bending
A massive telescope in the Arizona

desert bounces light off giant curved
mirrors, creating images of the Sun
(Monday, Friday). Prisms break
white light into its colorful compo-
nents. A California artist uses these to
create a "sun painting" (Tuesday).
An old lighthouse on the California
coast bends light through precision
lenses, flashing a message in a fo-
cused beam to ships at sea (Friday).

Like a lighthouse, kids can send

irmob ow...

messages with light. A flashlight is
the light source. A small, fresh, flat
piece of aluminum foil makes a re-
flector. By holding the foil at an acute
angle to the beam of light, you cai .
bounce the light across a dimly lit
rocm. lilt the foil back and forth to
flash Morse code "dots" and
"dashes."

Visual

Information
All eyes are on Light Week. Mon-

day, an animation shows how the hu-
man eye works. then an animal
physiologist explains why animals liv-
ing in different habitats need differ-
ent kinds of eyes. Wednesday, a
scientist dissects a cow's eye. (Note:
This segment is especially graphic.)
Thursday, cast member Mary goes
for an eye exam, then CONTACT
presents an intriguing view of the
world through animal eyes.

A simple experiment shows how
eyes adjust to brighter or dimmer
light. Have kith, sit in pairs, facing
each other watching each other's
eyes. Turn the room lights off, then
on. Kids can record their observa-
tions and try to explain them. (When
the light goes on, the iris, or colored
part of the eye, closes down protec-
tively, allowing very little light into
the pupil, or dark hole in the middle
of the eye. After a moment, the iris
opens slightly, adjusting the pupil to
the actual inteasity of the new light.)
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A SHOWS 411-415 *
Farms
aren't nraural.
They're places

Ilhere people go beyond naturedeveloping new ways
to breed, feed, and care for plants and anis:sells. Farms
Week takes 3-2-1 CONTACT viewers behind the scenes for
a look at the seence of modern agricu!ture.

Breeding Plants

and Animals
Sheep raisers want sheep with

thick wool and no horns (Monday).
Cattle ranchers want cattle as hardy
as a Brahman, with the good beef of
an Angus (Wedaesday ). So they
breed selectiNely, mating pairs ()fan;
In.:as with desirable traits to create a
desirable hybrid. (The concept of hy-
brid animals is reinforced on
Wednesday as Paco and Miguel take
their newfound mutt on a visit to a
veterinarian.)

Selective breeding works in plant

inua 094.16C art (000 4-1t)

culture as well (Tuesday). Diego
le,i-ns how to &raft a citrus branch to
a esis. tant root stock, a basic
step in improving fruit production.
Th..en Anitha visits a lab where re-
searchers use bud grafts to develop
more productive, faste, growing,
longer living rubber trees.

Each cell a plant contains genes
growth informationfroin its par-
ents. A grafted branch or bud con-
tains different genesand different
growth characteristicsfrom the
plant to which it's grafted. Because
genes aren't just in seeds, many
plalits can be grown from parts other
than seeds.

Grow a coleus from a branch.
Leave the branch in water until It
grows roots, ther. transplant to soil.

Grow jade plants, African vio-
lets, or succulents from leaves. Cut a
few nkks in a leaf, and place it un
moist soil. It will root and grow.

10 Grow a potato plant from the eye
of a pott.to. Cut out a piece of potato
including an eye, plant it in soil, and
water regularly.

10 NOTE. P,ants may take weeks
or months to grow :rom parts other
than seeds. Keep them moist, and be
patient.

Are pigs Stupid? WhyliOhey walk:0min MO?
-Cars they Swim? What's dipird4041.attatfO?
Ho* laudtan pigs squeal? These 444101m:sand,
more are-anSwered on PigneWs, a speciestfeat,
lure (.MO day but vhaltios,day) of FanOtWesk.,

ctistriteinbees, Pa0 064 Mary*ear rubber
tasty:tin:A,

Varied

Products
From the birth of a calf (Wednes-

day) to the milking of a dairy herd
(Thursday), Farms Week explores
the farm origins of products we use
every day. The music video "Shoes
and Rouge" (Thursday) presents a
fast-moving montage of
leather goods, plastics,
medicines, clearing
items, and sun- 1
dries that come
from a cow. Fri-
day's visit tc a
chicken farm
traces a chick-
en's path from
birth to mar-
ket, all in strictly
controlled environments.
kS-rile viewers may be disturbed
by the methods employed to produce
25,000 chickens a day.)

Many ki t*. don't know where the
things they use every day come from.
Have vow. cl3ss trace the origins of a
typical bag of groceries. What kind of
farms or factories produced the
iteras'. In what country? Kids can
find much information rht on a
packaged product's label. They can
res :arch some products in the library
and ask about others at food stores.
For more inforn.ation, they may
want to contact manufacturers.
(Look for an address or a toll-free
phone number on the package.)



SHOWS 416-420 Everything we make is
made of stuffbasic materials like metals,
day, glass, feathers, and rubber. Each has its
own properties. How we heat them, beat
them, bend them, and shape them into the
products we needthat's the stuff of Stuff
Week.

Distinguishing Properties
Hard. Soft. Stiff. Pliable Resilient. Delicate. Every mat,-

dal has specific properties tnat make it arpropriate for par-
ticular uses. During the .-estoration of the Statue of Liberty,
the CONTACT crew dropped by to see how craftspeople
choose specific materials for specific purposes (Monday).
Miguel learned that strong, flexible latex is perfect for mask-
making, as a make-up expert used the stuff to turn him into a
wolf-man (Thursday). Taling with aeronautic engineers,
Miguel found out about innovative plastics light end tough
enough to use in a human-powered airplane (Friday).

Kids can explore mate-
rials' properties by trying
to make similar objects out
of different stuff: clay, rub-
ber bands, paper clips, pa-
per, plastic wrap, popsicle
sticks, and cloth. Using
only one material at a
time, they can try to mak-2:

a container that will
hold water for one minute

a bridge with a ee-
inch span

a ball that bounce
Whir-a materials w

best for whi h purpose ?
Which are flexible? Strong? Elastic? Brittle?

A fun way to compare properties is an egg-dro onte
as seen on Friday's show. Build containers that will TCep
raw egg from smashing when it's dropped from a given
height. Experiment with containers of difieptnatrials
and designs. Try varying the landing surface: floo
carpet, wood shavings, styrofoam, or shaving creark(Be
sure to put the egg in a plastic bag before you d p it
spread some newspapoLiyase it splatte

CONIACfna Fac
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rize 464 share.Pa(Ezititid .49
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Properties

Can Change
An artisan heats copper,

making it pliable enough to
shape into new :Ain for the
Statue of Liberty (Monday). A
potter bakes clay to make
strong, waterproof ceramic
(Tuesday). One craftsman heats
steel 'o soften it, ald another
melts glass into liquid. Each
changes a material's properties
in order to create a new form
(Wednesday).

Every day, kids st,e how
properties are changedfrom
hard-boiling an egg to firing a
clay pot. How many examples
can they list? See even more
dramatic examples on a "stuff-
user'yfield trip. At a neighbor-
oiwe bakery, for instance,

mixin% and heating change
powdervand liquids into treats.

t a logl auto.body shop, plas-
ic and steel are heated and
oklecl into Meek shapes. How

- I stuff used in shop classes a, a
n arby jailor high or high

bnol?irltield trips,ve bard to
arcangd, intrite a craftversont.
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Transmitting

Information
To communicate with signals, ev-

eryone in a group has to agree on
what the symbols mean. Shepherds
in the French Pyrenees agreed long
ago on the meanings (la set of whis-
tling sounds. They use the whistles to
"talk" over great distances (Mon-
day). Three Native American tribes
speak different languages, but agree
on the meanings of hand signs (Mon-
day). Trainers teach animals to re-
sp. md to specific, "agreed-upon"
gestures (Wednesday).

A fun way to experience the im-
portance of agreeing on signals is to
use unconventional ones. Students
can mvent a new set of names for
common objects. Can outsiders lis-
tening in on their conversation learn
the "language"? (See "Diner Lingo,"
below.)

Kids can experirnent with non-
verbal communication, too, by using
pantomime to communicate the
meanings of pre-chosen phrases.

Translating

Information
Information can be translated from

one set of signals to another. Chantal
visits a "voice-activated room" that
translates spoken commands into
electronic signals. The signals control
machines that open and close a door
and operate a television set (Tues-
day). A newspaper's computers
translate words and pictures into sig-
nals that carry information between
distant reporters, editorial offices,
and printing plants (Thursday). Two-
hundred-year-old towers in France
look something like windmills, but
they're actually used to transmit
information between distant Laies
(Friday).

10

SHOWS 501-505 Whether sounds,
gestures, written symbols, or electronic
impulses, signals carry information from
one animal to another. From secret codes
to synthesizers, from Native American sign
language to rooms that "understand" speech,
Signals Week gets the message across.

All these systems are codes. Kids
can create their own codes, using a
code wheel. Cut a large and a small
circle out of cardboard. Write the al-
phabet and the ten digits around . '4::
edge of each circle (see above). Fan-
ten the two circles together at. the
center. Each time you turn one of the
circles, you create a new letter-tc-let-
ter correspondencea new code.

Codes can be spoken, too. Pig
Latin is a spoken code. You decode it
with your ears. Here are the rules: If
a word begins with a consonant (or
consonant blend), move the con,
nant to the end of the syllable and add
"ay." If the word begins with a vowel,
just add "ay." "Boiled egg" becomes
"oiled-bay egg-ay." Kids can make
up their own spoken codes, choosing
sounds to add uniformly to words or
syllables.

AIIIIms...-_

p -"Vi

v

Small groups
often develop private

sets of signals fo: their own

special needs. In a diner, "two on a

raft, wreck 'em" means "suambled

toast." On Monday, the UM-

W crew learns some diner lingo
from a friendly waitress. Your kids

can, too:

cow juice= milk

whiskey down= rye toast

bowl of bird seed, drowned=

dry cereal with milk

radio through the garden,

wheat on = tuna salad sandwich

boiled leaves= tea

gobble up the river =turkey soup

0 white = cream cheese and

jelly sandwich on white bread

one dog, walk it = hot dog

Adam and Ere with a lid on=

apple pie

-
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Ocean Physics
The physical properties-of a.body

of water as vast as the ocean can be
surpnsing. For instance, waves seem
to transport water from far at sea into
shor In fact, they don't. They chuin
water up and down butleave it
mostly in its original location (Mon-
day).

Anctner principle of ocean physics
enables submarines and scuba div-
ers to visit ocean depths and return
safely to the surface. It's buoyancy.
The water beneath an object puShcs
up on the object. If an object is less'
dense than water, it will float Sup.
If it's denser than water, it will sink
(Tuesday).

Students can experience buoy-
ancy in a simple experiment. Tie two



SHOWS 511-515 Gym tit...As, stage fights, bike-riding skele-
tons, and slapsti..k silent movies all help illustrats this week's
basic notlon: Motion depends on the interplay of physical
forces. lJeopis apply physics to make the most of motion,
inventing machines that make given forces do more work.

Forces Cause Motion
Muscle power sends a gymnast upward. Gravity pulls her down

(Monday). Friction slows motion, so high-...peed ice-boats and
trains are designed to minimize friction. A s. Ae, on the other
hand, needs friction to move. One part of its ix, ,ips the ground
while another pushes off, propelling it forward (Thursday).

0

A bottle cap and an eraser can teach Kids about friction. Make a
ramp by taping one end of a piece of stiff cardboard to a table top
and raising the other end. (If you like, pile thin books under the
cardboard as a wedge to hold the ramp up.) Place the bottle cap
and the eraser at the top of the ramp. Increase the angle of the
ramp. Which object siides down first?

One object slides down before the other because they're made of
different materials. Different materials have cliff -ent amounts of
friction. Try the experiment with other small objects, such as paper
clips, coins, and small, flat stones. Try taping rough materials to
the ramp (e.g., cotton gauze, corduroy, different grades of.andpa-
per). They'll change the surface texture and increase the fric-
tion. What happens?

Mechanical Advantage
Simple machines have big effects. Pulleys can help a 54-pound

girl lift a 150-pound boy, ur a tw s-ton force lift 25 tons of solid marble
(Monday). Levers can reduce the amotiat of force needed to move
a heavy objectalthough the distance the object muves is re-
duced, too (Friday). The increase in effective force is called me-
chanical advantage.

It's fun to Experiment with simple machines. A ruler and a very
small block can act as lever and fulcrum. By experimenting w ith
different w eights on the two ends of the ruler, students can dis-
t.uver the rehttiunship between weight and distance frum the ful-
t.rum. (Distance times weight on one side of the lever equals
distance times weight un the other side.) They can du similar exper-
iments on a larger scale with a playground seesawa common
lever.

1 2



The Coefficient of Restitution Show
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ricky Eafeii
Koalas don't eat chicken a la king, and humans don't

munch eucalyptus. Wild lesser pandas steal eggs fur prc
tein and chew bamboo tu help their digestion. }leas that
thrive on rabbit blood detest the blood of owls. Thesclay'..
and Wedne.-Alay's prugr ms look at the eating habits of% ar-
ious animals, w ith spccial emphar,is un the categories of
herbivore, carnivore, and omnivore.

What do kids eat? Students cat& keep a week's food di-
ary, then chart w hat they cite by fuud groupmeats, vege-
tables, cereals, and dairy (or by another set uf categories,
such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitc.mins, mi^erals,
and water). Are they eating w hat they should? Youi school
nutritionist ur local health department can pro% ide infor-
mation un n utrition fur :iumans. c kids research eating
habits in other parts of the world. Is there one bei. .iuman
diet? How du people's needs differ from thuse of thcir pets?
Call a local vet for c'.og and cat nutrition int'ormation.

The Big Breakdown
Digctionthe breakdown of food intu usable nutrients

begins with teeth (Monday Some cut. Some tear. Sume
crush and crack. Some grind and chew. Cast members
David Quinn and David Drach go for a dental check-up and
learn what teeth a -e raacie of. (The next-to-last segment
graphically depicts the drilling and filling of David Quinn's
cavity.)

Kids can feel the way different teeth du different jobs
right in their uwn mouth-,. Take a crunchy food item, such
as a cat-rot, a celery stalk or a cracker. Pay careful attention
as you oite a piece off, chew it, then swallow it. Almost au-
tJmatically, food pas- , frum the tearing teeth in tii.. frunt
of the mouth to the grciding teeth in the back before it's
ground fine enough to swallow.

Fast the teeth, food enters 4.:.e gastru-intestinal tract lsee
Paco's Kitchen). There, chemicals called enzymes help
break duwn fo 3c1 tu usable form. Some people's lyddies
don't produce certain enzymes, so they can't eat certain
foods. Fur example, without the enzymes to break dow n
milk sugar, a person can't drink milk (Thursday).

It's hard for students to test the cnzymes in their own
bodies, but they can experiment with a siwilar enzyme
fuund in fresh ,inearTle. Make up three Latclies of gelatin
dessert. une plain, one w ith any fruit but fresh pineapple,
and one with fresh pineapple. The gelatin w lea pineapple
won't gel, bccause an euzyme in fresh pineapple breaks
duwn the gelling protein. (That enzyme Lrlt in canned
pineapple. It's destroyed by heat in the canning process.)

The concept uf digestion is summarized with the dissec-
tion of a pig's digestive ti t :Thursday). Ti s segment
clearly and graphically silJA s the process ant: products uf
digestion.

14
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Defense

against Disaster
Geography and climate pose particular

problems inJapan. Mt. Fuji, the national land
mark, has been eroding for 1,000 years. Now
civil engineers are working on a project to con-
trol Mt. ruji's mudslides and to catch falling
boulders before they endanger towns at the
mountain's base (Tuesday).

Soil erosion is another problem in Japan. So
researchers create artificial rainstorms to
study the effect oi heavy rain on common soil
types (Tuesday).

Students can experiment with erosion by
building a model hill of soil, sand, moss, clay,
and pebbles in the corner of a large aluminum
pan. Sprinkle water on the hill with a watering
can. Note how mud forms and runs off. Plant
cardboard "trees" in the hill to help reduce
erosion. How do trees help? Which helps more
a few large, strung trees or many smaller
trees? What other factors (wind, intensity
of rainfall, a covering of dead leaves) affect
erosion?

Technology

Old and New
Throughout Japanese society, modern tech-

nology is appKed to traditional practiLes. A sci-
entig uses principles of aerodynamics to
improve on a tradit'onal kite design (Wednes-
day). A computer learns to recogAize Kanji,
one of several systems used for writing the
Japanese language (Friday).

Many older technologies cuntinue without
change. Pearl farmers have been using the
same method of culturing pearls fur a century
(Monday). Sc Loc i. children still learn to write
rs.anji charaeters stroke by careful brush
str okt (Friday). And paper makers continue to
use a methud that's hundreds vf years uld (see
"Paper Making" at right).

Japanese school children discuss their
of science and its role in society on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday. Extend the discussion
into your classroom. Huw can science help the
world as students see it? What worries them?



-605 In Japan, age-old crafts and
art technologies not only exist side
enrich each other. Earthquake
n design principles by studying
n temples. Judo masters run com-

to improve their performance
ure and contemporary science
ONTACT visits Japan.

PAPER
NJAR,ING

On Wednesday's program, cast

memben David Quinn and Kaori
i'Tomila learn a centuries-old method

'of making paper by hand. Make pa-

per in your classroom by recycling old

newspapers, paper towels, or manila

drawing paper.

1. Tear a few sheets into small bits

and soak in water for 24 hours.

2. Beat the wet paper to a smooth

pulp with an egg beater.(Experiment

if you like: adding fine bits of thread,

grass, plastic wrap, etc. to strengthen

the final product.)

3. Dissolve four tablespoons of
laundry starch in cold water and stir

into the pulp. (Again, students can
experiment, using more or less
starch.)

4. To form a sheet of paper, lake a

small piece of window screening and

dip it into the pulp mix, coaling it with

a thick, even layer.

5. Place the screen on a tray lined

with absorbent paper. Cover with a

small piece of Plexiglas (or glass). Put

books on top as weights.

6. Leave to dry overnight in a warm

place, then carefully peel the dried

paper off the screen.

Describe Ale paper. Is it thin or
thick! Can you write on it with pencil!

Pen! Marker! Can you teu ill Cut it

with scissors! To test its absorbency,

dip one comer in a teaspoon of col-

ored watra. How much water does it

absorb! How long does ii take! Com-

pare the paper to commercially pro-

duced paper. What different purposes

might different types of paper serve!

15



SHOWS 606-610 The world holds
many mysteries. Like private
eyes, scientists search for dues,
piece them together, and try to
come up with explanations. This
week, science detectives tackle
mysteries from the sex of an
Egyptian mummy to the eating
habits of urban America.

Recognizing

Clues
ScienLe detectives are

trained to find clues others
might ignore. A British archeol-
ogist determines that a pair of
deer antlers was once a set of
digging tools (Monday). An ar-
cheologist in Kenya digs up
stones which were used as cut-
ting tools 7,000 years ago (Tues-
day). A biologist in Idaho points
out evidence of unseen owls
(Wednesday).

How do you know what dues
to look for? Take a set of 10 or 20
objects. For each, come up with
five questions whose answers
help to identify the object. Are
there genera'-purpose ques-
tions that help any detectn, e
identify any object?

Once you know what clues to
look for, how do you find them?
Through careful observation
Hide a set of objectsbuttons,
paper clips, pencils, and so
fortharound the classroom.
+Any very common object
should be plainly marked as the
one that was hidden.) Give stu-
dents a list of the hidden ob-
jects. When they find one, they
should note its location, but
leave it in place for others to
find. What makes some objects
harder to find? Color? ze?
Shape? Lack of contrast with
surroundings?

16

On Friday's program, detec-
tives identify fingerprints found at
the scene of a crkne by checking'
them against known prints. Kids
can do the same:

Before the lesson, have two or
three students leave fingerprints
by giipping a clean, shiny, smooth
object, such as a steel index-card
box.

Create a student fingerprint
record.

1. Distribute copies of the Fin-
gerprint Record Card you'll find
on the reproducible page.

2. Have students wash their
fingertips carefully and allow
them to air-dry. (Paper towels can
leave lint behind.)

3. Use a stamp pad to ink one
fingertip at a time. Gera, roll the
fingertip from left to right in the
approprkde space on the card.

4. Wash off the ink with soap
and water.

"Lifting" the fingerprints.
1. Use an emery board to

scrape a small pile of graphite
dust from a pencil.

2. Sprinkle the dust on the pre-
pared shiny object.

3. Blow lightly to dislodge extra
dust, then cover each print with
cellophane tape.

4. When you remove the tape,
the print should come Mang. Affix
the tape to wht'e index card to
r rese rwl it.

5. Compare the "lifted" prints to
the prints recorded an classmates'
(and teachers') Fingerprint Record
Cards. Who were the culprits? -0

What Does

Your

Garbage Say?
That's the question asked in

Tuesday's mnsic video. The pre-
ceding segment, "The Garbage
Project," shows how to get an
answer. Learn what rem thool's
trash tlayi by running your own
"trash Project."

1. Col lett trash from several
classKinms several das in a row.
(Wear rubber gloves.)

2. Label each bag, indicating
classroorn and date, itycifse you
can't exciiiiineit ihe same dew.

3. Rlicord each bag's weight,
date, and classroom of origin. Sort
contents ontotraYs or into bins
(e.g., natebook paper, food wrap-
pings, ding' Masters, broke, pens).

4. Record type and amount of
each kind of trash on a copy of the
Trash Record Card on the repro-
ducible page.

5. Throw the trash away.
To interpret the data, consider

kinds and qnantities.._Did they
differ day to day, or class to class?
Can you Identify a dass'slayorite
activities? Can you tell when Spe-
cial events tc?ok pleice.(.g., a test,
a pcirty, a dais 00_1-,triit,by a substi-
tute teacher)?Vihat ccin trash tell
a scbniisti
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On the next/5 pages, you'll find a

listing of all the content segments
in the 100 shows of 3-2-1 CONTACT,
seasons IV. VH. (We've omitted
brief introductory and connecting
segments.)

You can use this program listing to
loccK.1 segments that fit with lessons
you've planning. At the front, you'll
find an outline of topics generally
covered in elementary-school
science ck sses. To find the concepts
associated with each segment, note
the coded references following the
segment's description.

If you're using video cassettes, it's
helpful to preview the material
before you show it to your students.
Use this listing as a guide.

You can also use this listing to get
a sense oi a whole show's contents
before it's .3roadcast. (Your local
PBS station can provide you with
broadcast dates.) Each show can be
identified by title and number, as
noted here. You'll see the number in
the lower left corner of your TV
screen at the very beginning of the
program.



SCIENCE TOPICS

A. LIFE SCIENCE
1. Animals

a. Classification
b. Adaptation and Behavior

2. Plants
a. Classification
b. Adaptation and Behavior

3. Ecology and Conservation
4. The Human Body

a. Systems of the Body
b. Health or Wellness

B. PHYSICAL SCIENCE
1. Matter

a. Properties of Matter (mass, volume,
density, hardness, ductility)

b. States of Matter (solid, liquid, gas)
c. Changes in Matter (chemical

reactions, conservation, combination)
d. Structure of Matter (atoms, elements,

molecules, compounds)

2. Energy
a. Types of EnergyLight
b. Conservation of Energy

3. Forces, Motion, Work
a. Position and Motion
b. Forces
c. Work and Machines

2

C. EARTH SCIENCE
1. Earth

a. Changes in the Earth
b. Exploring the Earth
c. Earth Materials (water, metals)
d. Mapping and Navigation

2. Weather, Climate, Seasons
3. Space (Vie solar system)
4. Oceans

D. COMMUNICATIONS
1. Verbal and Nonverbal
2. Electronic, Computers

E. CAREERS

F. SKILLS IN SCIENCE
1. Measurement
2. Observation
3. Process

a. Scientific Method
b. How Things Are Made

4, 1
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Length (tile and Desuiption Sdoce Topks

TROPICS
WEEK

Mor.lay (#401): Rubber
)picsa visual introduction

1:00 .)aco's Travel Bureauwhat is
rubber?

9:00 Rubber Treeshow they're tapped
for latex (Part I)

2:00 Malaysiawhere is it? what is it?
1 3:00 Rubber i'reesliquid latex becomes

solid rubber (Part II)
1:00 Paco's Travel Bureaurubber

recap

Tuesday (#402): Metals
2:00 Tropicsa visual introduction
:30 Paco's Travel Bureauwhat is tin?

10:00 Visit To A Tin Minemining and
refining with water

1:00 Paco's Travel Bureaua
ceremonial sword or "keris"

1 3:00 Forging A Kerisheat-treating
steel alloys

1:00 Malaysiawhere is it? what is it?

Wednesday (#403):
2:00 Tropicsa visual introduction

1 2:00 Raising Rice In A Paagrain
grows in deep water

2:00 Malrysiawhere is it? what is it?
1"00 Padi Harvestseparating grain

from chaff
2:00 Paco's Travel Bureauamazing

facts about rice

C2

Bla

A2a,A2b,B1c,F3b

a b
A2a,A2b,B1c,F3b

C2

Bla
Bla,C1b,C1c

Bla

Bla

Cl b

C2

A2b,F3b

Cl b

A2a,A2b,F3b

A2

Thursday (#44: Monkeys And Elephants
2:00 Tropicsa visual introduction C2

1 3:00 Monkeys Help Fishermenthey Al b

collect bait from trees
2:00 Malay:jawhere is it? what is it? CI b

900 Elephants Help Lumberjacks. Al b

hauling heavy logs
2:00 Paco's Travel Bureauwhat's a M b

domesticated animal?

Friday (mos): Endangered Animals
2:00 Tropicsa visual introduction C2

11:00 The Orangutan's Returnto the Al a,Alb,A3

wild (Part I)
2:00 Endangeredmusic video! A3

endangered species
2:00 Malaysiawhere is it? what is it? CI b

(12

Length Title and Description

8.00 The Orangutan's Return
training a tame orang to live in the
wild (Part II)

2:00 Fcco's Travel Buroauwhat and
why is an endangered ,Jecies?

LIGHT
WEEK

Sdence Topics

Ala,Mb,A3

A3

Monday woo: Light From The Sun
8:00 The Sunthrough a giant telescope C2,C3b

2:00 See The Lightmusic video B2b

1:00 The Eyehow it works
1 2:00 Animal Eyesdifferent abilities for Ala,Mb,F2

different needs
1:00 Jeepers Creepersmusic video/ B2b,Alb

various animal eyes
4:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Missing Memory (Part I)

Tuesday (#407): Color
4:00 Leaveshow autumn colors come to A2b,B2a,F2

be (Part I)
2:00 Lightmusic video B2b

6:00 Leavesstudying their pigments in A2b,B2a,F2

the lab (Part II)
1:00 Did You Know?fun facts about B2b

light
8:00 Sun Paintingprisms break B2d

sunlight into colored light
2:00 Making A Sun Paintingwith a B2d

slide projector
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Missing Memory (Part II)

Wednesday (#408): Eyes
7:00 Visual Perceptionpersistence of Ma

vision and other tricks
2:00 Lightmusic video B2b

1:00 The Eyehow it works A4a

7:00 Cow's Eyea dissection Alan
1:00 Jeetsmers Creepersmusic video/ B2b,Alh

various animal eyes
4:00 Darlene Libreroa science

educator teils her story
6:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Missing Memory (Part III)

Thursday (#409): How Animals See
6:00 Eye 2xarna visit to the Ala,A41)

ophthalmologist (Part I)

3
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Length Title and Desaiption Science Topics

1:00 The Eyehow it works
13:00 How Animals Seelaboratory

demonstrations
1:00 ieepers Creeper amusic video/ B2b,A1 b

various animal eyes
3:00 Through Animals' Eyesthe Alb

world seen as they see it
2:00 Lightmusic video B2b

2:00 Eye Exam (Part II) A4a,A4b

Friday (#410): Bending And Bouncing
5:00 Lighthousean offshore light- B2a

bending machine (Part I)
2:00 Ugh" Islanddemonstrations: B2a

bending/bouncing (Part I)
1:00 Lighthouse (Part H) B2i.

2:00 Lightmusic video B2b

2:00 Light Island (Part II) B2a

6:00 Mir, or Telescopehow it bends B2a,C313

and refocuses light
9:00 Lighthouse (Part HI) B2a

:15 Review Of Topics Covered

Ma
Ala,A4a,F3a

FARMS
WEEK

Monday (mu): Sheep And Pigs
4:00 Sheepshearinglearning the art Alb

from experts (Part I)
2:00 Farmingmusic video F3'd

8:00 Sheepshearing (Part II) Alb

3:00 Pignewsreports on genetic Alb

selection
11:00 Sheepshearing (Part III) Alb

Tuesday (#412): Plants And Pigs
2:00 Big-Scale Plantsmass production F3b

agriculture
11:00 Greg Partidavisit with a plant- A2b,F3b

breeding expert
2:00 Farmingmusic video F3b

4:00 Pignewsreport on plant Al b

production
2:00 Plant Production And F3b

Processinga mechanized
approach

8:00 Rubber Researchbreeding better A2b
rubber trees

Wedtpasday (#413): Hybrids
5:00 Animal Emergency Rooma pet

visits the vet (Part I)
2:00 Hybridsmusic video/mix 'n' match Ala

varieties
14:00 Brangusa better breed of cattle
2:00 Farmingmusic video
6:00 Animal Emergency Room

(Part H)

Alb, A4a

-

Alb

F3b

Alb,A4b

Length Title and Desaiption Science Topia

Thursday (#414): Cows And Pigs
9:00 Family Farma day in the life of a F3b

dairy (Part D
1:00 Dairy Machinesmodern practice F3b

1:00 Family Farm (Part II) F3b

1:00 Shoes And Rougemusic video/ F3b

cow products
3:00 Pignew---report on animal 13b

production (Part I)
2:00 Farmingmusic video
6:00 Family Farm (Part HI) 135

1:00 Pignews (Part II) 13b

3:00 Bloodhound GangCase of Mr.
Quickfingers (Part I)

1:00 Family Farm (Part IV) F3b

Friday (#415): Chickens And Pigs
2:00 Farmingmusic video

15:00 Chickensa high-volume, high-tech
pot:It:), farm

300 Pignews report on animal
production

2:00 Gaggles, Flocks, And Herds,ots
of animals

3:00 Bl000nound GangCase of Mr.
Quickfingers (Part II)

STUFF
WEEK

Al b,F3b

F3b

Ala

Monday (#416): Metals
4:00 Repairing The Statue Of Liberty.- 131a,Clc,F3b

centennial spruce-up (Part I)
1:CO Heat It, Beat Itmusic video/ Bla,B1b,F3b

treating metal
3:00 Stuffmandifferent metals have Bllo.la

different qualities
2:00 Stuffmusic video/materials science B1

5:00 Repairing The Statue Of Liberty Bla,C1c,F3b

(Part II)
1:00 CO .1You Knowamazing facts Bl

about materials
1:00 Repairing The Statue Of Liberty Bla,C1c,F3b

(Part IIP

Tuesday (#417). Clay
7:00 Pottery ClassPaco makes a pot

(Part I)
2:00 Stuffmusic video/materials science
9:00 The Toilet Zonehow commodes

are made
4:00 Pottery Class (Part II)
3:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Dark Night (Part I)
200 Pottery Class (Part III)

rt 0
As t.)

Bla,B1c,F3b

Bl

B I a,B1 c,F3b

Ill a,B1c,F3b

131a,B1c,F3b



length Title and Desaiption

Wednesday (08): Shaping It
7:00 Forging A Kerisa Malaysian steel

dagger
1:00 Heat It, Beat Itmusic video'

treating metal
8:00 Class Artisthis ir edium is clear

and red-hot (Part I)
3:00 Stuffmanthe properties of glass
2:00 Glass Artist (Part II)
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Dark Night (Part II)

Science Topics

Bla,111b,B1c,F3b

Blc4B1b,F3b

Bla,B1b,B1c,F3b

Bla
Bla,B1b,B1c,F3b

Thursday (#49): Feathers And Rubber
1:00 Where Rubber Comes From A2,F3b

tracing its path

length Title wad Description

11:00 Latex Makeupa teen becomes a
werewolf

2:00 Stuffmusic videoimaterials sciPnce
8:00 Feather Detectiveeach bird

species has its own feather design
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of

Funny Money (Part I)

Friday R.*: Using It
11:00 Egg Drop Contestkids design F3a,F3E

protective boxes for raw eggs
2:00 Stuffmusic video/matRrials science B1

9:00 Bionic Bathuman-powered plane Bla

built of man-made material,
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of

Funny Money (Part II)

Science Topics

F3b

131

Al b,F2,F3a

411111e.,

,Apn ser

.%. ..msw w.

SIGNALS
WEEK

Monday (#500: Lingo
2:00 Diner Lingothe strange words

waitresses use (Part I)
1:00 International Signseveryone

understands them
9:00 Pyrenees Shepherdhe can

"talk" by whistling
2:00 Diner Lingo (Part II)
1:00 Hellomusic video/nonverbal

greeting.
1:00 Linus Paulinga scientist talks to

kids
8:00 Native American Language

words and hand signals
1:00 Nonverbal Language

commit...eating without words
1:00 Diner Lingo (Part III)

DI

DI

DI

DI

DI

F3a

DI

D1,Alb

DI

Tuesday (#502): Talking Birds, Talking Rooms
2:00 Diner: Being Recognized DI

different languages, different
pronunciations (Part I)

1:00 Hellomusic video/nonverbal DI

greetings
1:00 Big Wordsthe sounds with which

they communicate
8:00 The 100-Word Parrotlearning Alb,D1

what language is
1:00 And Now A Word From... Alb,D1

various animal sounds
7:00 Voice-Activated Roomit does D2

what you tell it to

n

2:00 The X-Filma symbol has many DI

meanings
4:00 Bloodhourri Gar.gCase of the

Human Whale (Part D
2:00 Diner: Being Recognizedeach DI

language has its own special sounds
(Part ID

Wednesday lit503) Looking For Visual Clues
2:00 Dog Tricizbody language tips Alb,D1

dogs off
1:00 Nonverbal Language Alb,D1

communicating without words
8:00 Killer Whale Signalstraining a Alb,D1

giant manmial
1:00 And Now A Word From... Alb,D1

various animal sounds
6:00 Visiophone/Fiber Opticsstate- D2

of-the-art phones
1:00 Hellomusic video/nonverbal DI

gr:etings
2:00 The X-Filma symbol has many DI

meanings
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered
5:00 Bloodhound Gai.gCase of the

Human Whale (Part ID

Thursday (#504): Getting Them Around
6:00 Mlnitel/Smartcardcansumer D2,F3b

computer technology
2:00 Diner: Getting It Around D2

microchips hold lots of information
11:00 Newspapercomputers in the D2,F3b

newsroom and the pressroom
1:00 International Signseveryone DI

understands them
3:00 Data Transmissiona TV picture D2

is lots of bits of data
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Human Whale (Part III)

5



Length Title and Description

Friday (#5a5): Cracking Codes
3:00 Diner: Numbers Codea game of

secret signals (Part D
6:00 Chappe Telssraph!ong-distance

communication without electricity
1:00 Hellomusic videolnonverbal

greetings
12:00 Synthesizersmachines that )Ik,

read, make music
1:00 International Signseveryone

understands them
3:00 Diner: Numbers Code (Part I)

OCEANS
WEEK

Sdence Topics

01

DI

D2

01

01

Monday (#506): On The Sea
12:00 Hydrofoils And Hovercraft B3b,B3c

cutting-edge sea vessels
1:00 Balls In The Surfthey shcw how B3

waves move
3:00 Wave Machinea lab B3a,C4

demonstration of wave action
1:00 Motion In The Ocean,,ll is riot Alb

still below the surface
8:00 The Wreckunderwater search for A3,C4,F3a

a shipwrect, (Part I)

Tuesday (#507): In The Sea
1:00 How To Move A Whalcwhale

facts at an aquarium (Part I)
6:00 The Cyanaa deep-water

submarine descends
2:00 How To Move A Whale (Part lb
7:00 Natural And Artificial Reefsa

sunken ship is hormt to fish
1:00 How To Move A Whale (Part III)
2:00 You Take My Breath Away

music video/staying underwater
4:00 How To Move A Whale (Part IV)
5:00 The Wreckunderwater search fo-

a shipwreck (Part 10

Wednesday (#54 From The Sea
5:00 Sea Survivala solo-Atlantic-

crossing vet tells how
1:00 Why Is The Sea Salty?the

secret's on land
1:00 Kelp Songmusic video/

underwater plants
' :00 Man In The Streetasking "what's

kelp?"
9:00 Kelphow it grows, and how it's cut
1:00 Oceanographermusic video/a

science profession
7:00 The Wreckunderwater search for

a shipwreck (Part III)
1:00 The Oceana review cfconcepts

Alb

Bla,B3b

Alb
Ala,C4

Alb
Aib

Alb
A3,C4,F3a

A4

ca,C4

A2,F3b

A2,F313

Al a,A2a,12b,C4

A3,C4,F3a

length Title and Description Science Topics

Thursday (#5o9): By The SGa
1:00 The Oceana review of concepts
5:00 Jill Yageroceanographer explckes Ak,C4,E

an island (Part I)
1:00 Sea Creaturesstrange ocean Ala,A)b

dwellers
600 Jill Yager (Part Hi Ala,C4E

1:00 Motion In The Oceanall is not Alb

still below the surface
2:00 Jill Yager (Part III) Al a,C4,E

1:00 Animals Getting In The Ocean Alb
each in its own way

9:00 The Wreckunderwatersearchfor AS,C4,F3.s

a shipwreck (Part IV)

Friday RR: Of The Sea
1:00 Ocennographsfemusic videaa E

science profession
4:00 Climate Researchout to sea to C2,F1

study weather
1:00 Why Is The Sea Salty?the Cl ci,C1c

secret's on land
1:00 Penguinscute, cool birds Al

12:00 Penguin Encounterat an aquatic Alb
park in California

1:00 Motion In The Oceanall is not Alb

still below Ow surface
900 The Wreckunderwater search for A3,C4,F3a

a shipwreck (Part VI

MOTION
WEEK

Monday (#511): What's Up?
2:00 Maggie's Machine Shoppulleys

add power
11:00 Ow:wrycutting granite in Vermont

1:00 Urievelt Parallel Barsa amnast
plays with gravity

1:00 Motionmusic video/physical forces
4:00 Eiffel Tower Elevator

counterweights make it efficient
1:00 Canal Locksrising to the occasion
4:00 Bike Riding Uphilla bicycles like

an elevLior
1:00 Review Of Top:cs Covered

Tuesday (#512): Bones
3:00 Bike Riding Skeletonbones are

your body's levers
1:00 Motionmusic video/physical forces

12:00 Horse Doctora vet tends to a
horse's legs

1:00 Elephants Don't Jumpthey're
not built for it

9;00 Human Imcomotionrunning and
walking are different motions

1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Les' 5

B3c

B3c,C1c

B2d,B3a

83

B3c

B3c,F35

B3c

A4a

83

Alb,E

Alb

A4a
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Work rat. cial Desaiption

Wednesday (#513): Smashing
1:00 Motionmusic videorphysical forces

15:00 Stage Fightinghom to create the
illusion of impact

:30 Egg Safetya smashing ride
without seat belts

5:00 Train Crash Labdesigns to absorb
impact

3:00 Coefficient Of kestitution Show
measuring bounce

1:00 Kangaroosbouncing ommals
1 :LK) Trampolinea bounemg gymnast
1:00 Linus Pau linga scientist talks to

kids
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Sdence Topic;

B3

B3b

B2d,B3a

B3a

112/01

ar 4A
B3

F3a

Thursday (#514): Getting A Grip
1:00 FrictIon!Inusic video/the rubbing B3b

force
7:00 Ice Boatminimal friction, maximal B3b

speed
1:00 Steve Weinberga scientist talks to F30

kids
1 0:00 Snake Motionthey push off Al b,B3a

against their own bodies
1:00 Snakesin all their Oory Al

7.00 TGV Trainhigh speeu train of B2d,B3a

Fr.mce
1 :00 Review Of Topics Covered

Friday (#515): Heave HO,
5:00 Tugboatleverage in the harbor B3b

(Part 11
2:00 Maggie's Machine Shoplevers B3a

and fulcrums
1 0:00 Scullingleverage in water sport B2d,133:

3:00 Obelisk Raisinglevcrege restores B3d
ancient monument

5:00 Tugboat (Part II) B3b

EATING
WEEK

Monday (#516): Tooth Detectives
1:00 Incisora special kind of tooth A4

7:00 Trip To The Dentista checkup A4b

and a filling (Part II
2:00 Animal Teethmusic valeo!many Alb

shapes and colors
2:00 Paco's Kitchenteeth are tools in A4a

your mouth
6:00 Tooth Detectivea tooth identifies hla,Alb,F30

an animal
2:00 Herbivore, Cat :41vore, Al

Omnivoremusic vide(x they are
what they eat

2:00 Name That Toothtelltale Al
charwteristics

5:00 Trip To The Dentist (Part III A4b

1:00 Animal Teethmusic videoimany Alb
shapes and colors

tenth Mk .guif POiapliOn

Tuesday vim: Picky Eaters
2:00 Herbivoro, Carnivore,

Omnivoremusic vide(yt) . are
what they eat

3:00 Picky Eatett,the pygmy hippo
li"art

2:00 Hummingbirdstiny. hungry birds
8:00 Fleasa scientist discusses their

variety
5:00 Picky Eatersthe koala (Part III
1:00 Joel Oe Ronaya science educator

talks to kids
7:00 Picky Eatersthe panda (Part HD

Wednesday (#518); Zco Food
5:00 Zoo Foodfeeding is a complex

business (Part II
2:00 Herbivore, Carnivore,

Omnivoremusic video,they are
what they eat

2:00 Man On The Streetare you an
herbivore, .1 carnivore or an
onmivore?

4:00 Zoo Foodwhat elephant., eat
(Part II)

2:00 Zoo Foodwhat lions eat (Part HIP
3:00 Paco's Kitchenwhat's a protein
3:00 Zoo Foodwhat flamingos eat

(Part IV;
2:00 Miriam Rothschilda scienost

talks to kids
6:00 Bloodhound GangCase uf the

HPunted House (Part II

Thursdry (#519): Down The Hatch
2:00 Man On The Streetwhere are

your digestive organs?
1:00 Paco's Kitcherthe digestr:e tract
9:00 Pigslooking inside a pig's digestive

tract
1:00 The Liquidatora spider's external

digestion
1:00 Man On The Streetwhat's an

enzyme?
1:00 Paco's Kitchenwhat enzymes do
3:00 Lactor:e Intolerancea boy who

can't drink milk
2:00 Paco's Kitchena digestion

experiment
3:00 Glucosesloth makes you sleepy
1:00 Paca's KffchenDavid's

gastrointestinal T-shirt
5:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Haomed House +Part III

Friday (#520): Leftovers
2:00 Paco's Kitchenyour body leaves

leftovers, too
1 5:00 Prehistoric Dietpetrified feces

provide some clues
1:00 Paco's Kitchenwhat enzymes do
1:00 Man On The Streetwhat's an

enzyme'
7:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Haunted House (Part III)

Al
Ak,Alb

Alb
Alb

Alb

Alb

Al

A4

Alb

Alb
Blc
AIim

A4a

A4a

Alb,A4a

Alb

A4a,B1c

A4

A4a

A4

A4a

A4a

A4a,F3a

A4a,B1c

A4a

A4a

1
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Length title and Desaiption Science Topics

JAPAN
WEEK

Monday (#6o1): Precious Oysters,
Rare Salamanders

200 Fish Market In TokyoDavid and Ala

Kaori go shopping
200 The Early Life Of nystershow Alb

they grow
10:00 Growing Cultured Pearlsvisit to A1b,A3,F3b

a pearl "farm"
9:00 Giant Salamandersa rare Ala,Alb,A3

Japanese species
200 Endangeredmusi.: video! A3

endangered species

Tuesday (#602): Landslide!
7:00 As Mt. Fuji Erodescivil- Cla

engineering project protects nearby
villages (Part D

1:00 The Damage A Landslide Can Cla

Do
700 AS Mt. Fuji Erodeswhy it happens Cla

(Part II)
7:00 Landslide Labhome of the CI a,F3a

artificial rainstorm
200 Japanese Kids Speak Out DI

about science
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Wednesday (#63): Paper And Kites
8:00 Tea CeremonyKaori's nom DI

teachr.< David an old Japanese
tradition

14:00 Old-Fashioned Paperhow it's F3a

long been made
5:00 Kitesmaking them, flying them, F3a

and using science to imp. ove them

Thursday (#604): Earthquake!
100 Earthquake Safety Drillat a

Japanese school
2:00 The Damage An Earthquake

Can Do
4:00 Keeping Track Of Quakesvisit

to a monitoring lab
8:00 Earthquake-Proof Buildings

engineering ideas
1:00 Traditional Buildings That

Quakes Don't Break
500 Joinerydemonstration of nail-less

carpentry

8

Cla, DI

Cla

Cld,F1,F2

F1,F2,F3a

Dia

F3b

'eV

_

Length Title and Description Science Topics

1:00 Japanese Kids Speak Outabout DI

science
1:00 Yoshikazu Kitagawaquake Cla,E

expert talks to kids
:30 Review Of Topics Covered

Friday (#605): Judo And Computers
5:00 Classroom Kanjilearning the

writing system
:30 Kanjianimation

6:00 This Computer Reads Kanji
pattern recognition

3:00 School Lunchit's not peanut
butter and jelly

1:00 Japanese Kids Speak Out
about science

400 Computer Judo Coachanalyzing
martial motion

1:00 Review Of Topics Covered
3:00 Kanji In The Gardenpractice

and examples

DI

D2

01

DI

83a,D2,F1,F2

01

DETECTIVES
WEEK

Monday (#606): Skin And Bone Detectives
3:00 Mayan Artifactsclues F2,F3a

archeologists work with
14:00 Portrait Of A Mummy-- A4b,F1,F2

interpreting X-rays
2:00 How Do You Know?music video/ F3a

clues and senses
8:00 Prehistoric Flint Minewho were F2,F3,F3a

the miners?
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Tuesday (Nom Tool And Trash Detectives
9:00 Clues In The Garbage Fl,F2,F3

a -Ileology in a modern city
2:00 Garbage Balladmusic video/ F2,F3

garbage as evidence
1:00 Richard Leakeyan archeologist

talks to kids
10:00 Stone Tools-signs of ancient F2,F3

humans in Kenya
3:00 Making Stone Toolsaccurate F3a,F3b

reproductions
2:00 How Do You Know?music video/ F3a

clues and senses



Length Title and Description Science Topics

Wednesday (#608): i;ildlife Detectives
15:00 Owls in The Wildusing your Ala,Alb,F2

senses to find them
1:00 Owlsa montage of the many Ala

varieties
4:00 Ruth Melicharshe looks after Ala

injured wild birds
6:00 Salt Marshvariety of life in an Ala,A1 b,Xs

ecosystem
2:00 How Do You Know?music video/ F3a

clues and senses

Thursday (#609): Dinosaur Detectives
1:00 Moving A Dinosourinstalling an

exhibit (Part I)
10:00 Dinosaur Artistsculpting from Alb,F3b

fossil clues
1:00 How Fossils Are Madeanimation Cla
2:00 Moving A Dinosaur (Part II)
2:00 Bone Tourworking with fossils

in a museum
1:00 Chicken Skeletonhow bones fit Alb

together
6:00 Dinosaur Nurserywhere fossils Ala,F2,F3

are found
1:00 Stephen Jay Gould--a scientist

talks to kids
1:00 Moving A Dinosaur (Part HI)
2:00 How Do You Know?music video/ F3a

clues and senses
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Friday (#610): Pattern Detectives
4:00 Scanning Electron Microscope F2

high-tech detection
9:00 Dating Treesclues hidden in FI,F2,F3a

tree rings
2:00 How Do You Know?music video/ F3a

clues and senses
2:00 Facial Recognitionprinted pho F2

are lots of dots
7:00 Fingerprintshow police detectives D2,F2,F3

use them
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

ARCHITECTURE
WEEK

Monday (#611); Raising The Big Top
1 :00 Architecture Songmusic video F3b

3:00 Big Toptaking down a circus 13303b

tent (Part I)
2:00 Tentsa tour of tents the world over
1:00 Skin And Bonesmusic video/ F3b

building is like a body
2:00 As The Bean Bendsanimati,m/ 83b

tension and compression

Length Title and Description

13:00 Big Toptaking down a circus
tent (Part II)

1;00 Raising The Roofan arena's
inflatable roof

1:00 Teepeea large, Native
American tent

1;00 Review Of Topics Covered

Tuesday (#612): Home
1;00 Sheltermusic video
1:00 House Framingputting up the

skeleton
9:00 Home In A Daya Masai house

in Kenya
1:00 Skin And Bonesmusic iideo/

building is like a body
3:00 Made To Fitarchitecture by

animals
6;00 Joinerynail-less woodwork

in Japan
1:00 Traditional Japanese

Architectureexamples
1;00 Can It Be Done?how to span even

larger distances
1:00 Architecture Songmusic video
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Wednesday (#613): Stack It Up
3:00 How To Build An Arch

demonstration with wooden blocks
(Part I)

5:00 Cathedralbuilding with 300-ton
stones (Part I)

1:00 How To Build An Archwith
buttresses (Par II)

1:00 Architecture Songmusic video
1:00 Can It Be Done?how to span even

larger distances
2:00 As The Bean Bendsanimation/

tension and compression
4:00 Cathedraldesigning and carving

stones (Part II)
2:00 Cun It Be Done?an enormous

arch in St. Louis
6:00 Cqthedralsetting a stone in place

(Part III)
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Thursday (#614): Made To Fit
2:00 Ergonomicsdesign for human

comfort
8:00 Quinn's Kitchentesting with a

computer
3:00 Made To Fitarchitecture by

animals
2:00 Wrecking Ballscenes of

demolition
5:00 Carlton Browna aay in an

architect's life
1:00 Sheltermusic video
7:00 Solar Hogansmodern Navajo

dwellings
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Science Topics

B3c

BI a

F3b

C2

F3b

Bla

F3b

Alb

F3b

F3b

F3b

F3b

B3c

Bla,F3b

B3c

F3b

F3b

B3b

Cia,F3b

Bla,F3b

Bla,F3b

Fl

D2,FI,F2

Alb

F3b

B2c

00 9



Length Title and Desaiption

Friday (#615): Light But Strong
1 :oo Architecture Songmusic video
2:00 Why An "I"story of an I-beam
2:00 Skyscraperhow many kinds

are built
6:00 Raising The Roofan arena's

inflatable roof
2:00 As The Bean Bendsanimation/

tension and compression
2:00 Three Sides In Fourdiagonal

crossbraces add strength to
rectangles

10:00 Tough Towersbuilding with
balsa wood

1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Science Topics

F3b

Bla
F3b

Bla,F3b

83

B3,F3b

Bla,F3a

MAMMALS
WEEK

Monday (#616): Rats And Bats
1 :00 Mammal Gospelmusic video
7:00 Telltale Teethclassifying animals
1:00 Mouse Houserodent varieties
8:00 Coypu, The Rodentan unusual

pest in England
6:00 Bats In Jarsin a lab: hundreds of

varieties
1:00 Mammalogist Songmusic video
1:00 Stephen Jay Goulda scientist

talks to kids
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Ala
Al a,Al b

Ala

A3

Ala,F2

E

E

Tuesday (yam Keeping Warm
4:00 Fur Detectivetracking down a Ala

mammal (Part I)
1:00 Ha1Hmusic video A1,A4a

1 0:00 Sea Otterswarmth in the Al b,A3

cold Pacific
1:00 Shrewsanimation Alb

2:00 Mammal Gospelmusic video Al

7:00 Fur Detectivetracking down a Ala
mammal (Part II)

1:00 Edward 0. Wilsona scientist talks E,F3a

to kids
1:00 Mammalogist songmusic video E

1:00 Fur Detective (Part IID /Review
Of Topics Covered

Wednesday (#618: Live Birth, Warm Milt,:
1:00 Baby Timesmusic video/ Alb,Ma

gestation periods
8:00 Elephant Sealsbirthing and Alb

nursing on th, beach
1:00 Red Kangaroogrowing up in

a pouch
2:00 Wildebeest Birthon the Alb

African plains
1:00 Mammulogist Songmusic video E

1 3:00 Black Bearsgrowing up in Mb
Pennsylvania woods

10

Length Title and Desaiption Sdence Topics

1:00 Just Stand Upbaby animals Alb

learn how
:30 Review Of Topics Covered

Thursday (#619): At Play
1:00 Kids At Playwatching young

humans
1:00 Mammals At Mayfun and

learning
12:00 Baboon Communitylearning

from each other
1:00 Mammalogist Songmusic video
5:00 Sheep Dogsbreeding for specific

behaviors
1:00 Hairsmusic video/many species,

many kinds
4:00 Chimps At The Zoosolving

problems at feeding time
2:00 Mammal Gospelmusic video
:30 Review Of Topics Covered

Alb,A4b

Al

Al b,A3,F2

E

Alb

Al,A4a

Alb

Al

Friday (#620: Big Mammals
The High Cost Of Living

2:00 Pandasrare mammals visit a Ala,Alb,A3

New York zoo
6:00 Rhino Patrolprotecting rhinos Ala,Alb,A3

in Kenya
2:00 Tapira rare mammal with Alb

common kin
1:00 Horse Evolutiona brief history Alb

2:00 Running With The Windmusic Al

video/horses
2:00 Round Upcorraling wild horses to A3

save them
2:00 Hipposa look at their lives Alb

2:00 Elephantsk' -,roblems: less land Alb

to live on
:30 Review Of Topic.. .:overed

a

MODELING
WEEK

Monday (#621): Things On Wheels
3:00 What's A Model?the principles of

modeling
9:00 Olympics Of The Mindkids build

model car
1:00 Construction Firstssome

worked, others didn't
10:00 Model Racing Carstesting,

tinkering, and racing
2:00 New Jersey Steamersmodel

steam trains
2:00 Modelingmusic video

F3

F3,F3b

F3

F3

1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Tuesday (#622): Through ke And Air
3:00 What's A Model?the principles F3

of modeling
r14.9



Length Title and Description Science Topics

9:00 Model Icea scal'.-model frozen sea
in Canada

1:00 Construction Firstssome
worked, others didn't

5:00 Superbikeshow to build a
fast bicycle

1:00 Laminar Flowfish shapes
move faster

2:00 Modelingmusic video
6:00 Woodrow Whitlowa scientist

uses models to design airplanes
1 :00 Review Of Topics Covered

F3a

B3a,F3a

B3a

F3

Wednesday (#623): The Earth
3:00 What's A Model?The principles F3

of modeling
8:00 Surveyinggathering data for maps Cld,F1
3:00 Making A GlobeEarth's largest Cld,F1

model Earth
1:00 Mapsanimation/history of Cld

Earth maps
9:00 MappNg A Familiar Place-1st Cld,FI

g raders map their neighborhood
2:00 Modelingmusic video F3

1:00 Steve Weinberga scientist talks to F3a

kids
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Thursday (#624): Knees And Small Things
8:00 Miniaturesbuild .ig tiny models Fl

for nk:seums
1 :00 Dinosaur Matrixanimation/the Fl

concept of scale
3:00 What's A Model?the princ es of F3

modeling
1:00 Body Electrictools to show what A4,Fi

goes on in our bod:f.-.s
1 2.00 Bone Makersbuilding an artificial A4,Bla,F3b

human knee
2:00 Modelingmusic video F3

Friday (#625): Spaces
2:00 Modelingmusic video

1 8:00 Zoo Habitatan artificial
rain-forest home

3:00 What's A Model?the principles of F3

modeling
4:00 Linus Paulingscientist uses F2,F3a

mental model to crack a puzzle

F3

Bly,F3b

IN THE AIR
WEEK

Monday (#626): Finding Your Way
1 1:00 Bats On The Wingsight, hearin, Alb

and navigation
1:00 Batanimation/aerial sonar in

the dark
Al b,F1

Length Title and Desalption Science Topics

1:00 Butterfliesthey shiver to warm up Alb

for flight
7:00 Pigeons:tow homing pigeons find Alb

their way
1:00 Animal Navigationmusic video Alb,Cld

5:00 Bird Bandinga way to keep track Mb

of migrators
1 :00 Review Of Topics Covered

Tuesday (#627): Drifting With The Wind
2:00 Flying Scootersintroducing wind

power
1 1:00 Soaringa trip in a glider B3a,C2

1:00 Flighta "commercial' for the
airborne

7:00 Brlloon Racehot-air ballooning Bla,Bld

in t2olorado
1:00 Hot-Air Balloonanimation/why a Blb,B2

balloon rises
5:00 Kitesusing science to improve F3a,F3b

them
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Wednesday (#628): Born To Fly
:30 Playland Yo-Yointroducing

flying animals
6.00 Butterfly Aviarybutterflies need

to fly
1:00 Butterfliesmonarch butterflies

migrate
3:00 Insects In Drawers:

Dragonfliesancient
acrobatic fliers

3:00 Evolution Of Flighta brief history
2:00 Insects In Drawers: Mothsliving

by night
8:00 Honeybee Dancemessages from

one bee to others
2:00 Insects In Drawers: Beetlesone

design, many variations
1:00 Flighta "commercial" for the

airborne
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Alb

Alb,ad

Ala,Alb

Alb

Al a,Alb

Alb,F3,F3a

Ala

Thursday (#629): Fet Things That Fly
10:00 Ladybugsflight in their life cycle !:!..0111.A3

2:00 Insects In Drawers: Beetlesone Ala,Alb

design, many variations
5:00 Blimpaloft in a lighter-than-air craft Bla,B3a
1:00 Flighta "commercial" for the

airborne
9:00 Balls In Fi:ghta softball's journey 83a

1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

Friday (#630: Unbelievable Flying Object
2:00 Playland Whirlintroducing the

topic
14:00 The Robot Pterodactylan Alb,F3a

amazing simulation
1 Flighta "commercial" for the

airborne
7:00 Rutan's Flying Machines Bib

designed for a purpose
1:00 Review Of Topics Covered

11
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Length Title and Desaiption Science Topics

ANTARCTICA
WEEK

Monday (#701): Cetting There
:30 Antarctica,.,here in the world is it? Cl,C2

15:00 Getting Thereflight to the bottom Cl,C2

of the world
2:00 Antarcticawhat's it like? Cl

1:C0 North Pole/South Pole (IE)

animation/which is which?
4:00 Emperor Penguinkthey move Al

elegantly, hut why?
3:00 Livin' On The Edgemusic video' A1,A3

Antarctica's creatures all live near the
coast

Tuesday (#n): Getting Around
4:00 Shackieton's Hutbase camp of Clb

pioneering explorers
5:00 Early Explorersthe first to trek to Clb,C2,C4

the South Pole
6:00 Crevassehow to survive when the (lb

ice opens up
2:00 Sprytea special vehicle for

Antarctic travel
1:00 North Pole/South Pole ad

animation/which is which?
9:00 Getting To The South Polehow Clb

it's done today

Wednesday (ow): Life On The Edge
5:00 Getting Thereflight to the bottom C1,C2

of the world
2:00 Antarcticawhat's it like? AI,C1

1:00 Antarctica Factsthe South Pole's Clb

a special place
1:00 North Pole/South Pole Chi

animation/which is which?
3:00 Adele Penguin Rookerybirds at Al

the breeding ground
9:00 Weddell Sealstracking and Al

tagging a species
3:00 Livin' On The Edgemusic video/ Al,A3

Antarctica's creatures all live near
the coast

-4:00 Emperor Penguinsthey move Al
elegantly, but why?

Thursday (#704): Life Under The Ice
:30 Antarctica Factsseasons of light C2

and temperature
2:00 Antarcticawhat's it like? CI

8:00 Jellyfishdiving in the sea to collect Al

jellyfish below the ice
2:00 Observation Tubeclimbing down C4

to look beneath the ice
12

Length Title and Desolation

"L.:00 Scientist Songmusic video/an
exciting profession

3:00 Adele Penguin Rookerybirds at
the breeding ground

3:00 Livin' On The Edgemusic video/
Antarctica's creatures all live near
the coast

6:00 Not Frozen Fishfish with
antifreeze in their bodies

1:00 North Pole/South Pole
animation/which is which?

Science Topics

Al

AI,A3

Friday (#705): The Desert Continent
5:00 Getting Thereflight to the bottom

of the world
:40 Antarctica Factsthe continent is a

frozen desert
2:00 Antarcticawhat's it like?
4:00 Know Your Weathera rule of

Antarctic safety
1:00 North Pole/South Pole

animation/which is which?
13:00 Dry Val!eysAntarctica's

no-snow sl.ots

YOUR BODY
WEEK

Monday (#706): Twins
2:00 Twins Partyscores of twins meet

and greet (Part 11
1:00 Twinninganimation/the

conception of identical twins (Part It
:30 Twinninganimation/the

conception of fraternal twins (Part III
2:00 Chromosomes And Fetal

Developmentmicrophotography
1:00 Twins Party (Part II)
7:00 Twins Physicala doctor tells twins

why they're twins
2:00 Twins Party (Parts 111-1V/
2:00 How Do You Know?music video

how scientists find things out
7:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Educated Pig

A4

A4a

A4a

A4a

A4

A4

A4

Tuesday (#707): Having A Baby
1:00 Egg And Spermconception A4

1:00 Having A Babythe family visits a 1.4

sibling class (Part I)
:20 Fetal Developmenthappens A4

before babies are born
3:00 Having A Babythe family visits a A4

hospital nursery (Part ID
6:00 Having A Babyultrasound

examination (Part III)



Length Title and Desaiption

1:00 Baby Times-music video/gestation
periods

2:00 Having A Baby-baby comes home
(Part IV)

1:00 Jesse 0 to 1-baby's first year
3:00 Having A Baby-a visit to the

pediatrician (Part V)
2:00 Human Growth-music video/how

bones and muscles develop

Wednesday(#o8): Sleep
2:00 Sleep Cdmmercialit's an A4

easy sell!
9:00 Sleep Lab-scientists study the A4,F

stages of sleep
2:00 My Body-music video/an A4

incredible machibe
7:00 Bioelectricity-there's electricity in Al,B2a,F

all living things
1:00 Electric Animals-meet a few Al

real shockers
6:00 Bloodhound Gang-Case of the

264-Pound Burglar (Part I)

Thursday(ino9): Spinning
2:00 Spinning-a look at creatures and 1332

things in spin
8:00 Dancers Cn Spin-..he T.dura Dean A42,113a

1Youpe doesn't get dizzy
1:00 Inner Ear-animation/how balance A4a

is maintained
8:00 High-Tech Discus-computer aid B3a

for an Olympic athlete
5:00 Bloodhound Gang-Case of the

264-Pound Burglar (Part II)

Friday (#710): Your He( ith
2:00 My Body-music vi,.- o/an

incredible machine
1:00 Hospital-getting to the hospital

(Part I)
9:00 Flying Nurse-an airborne

ambulance in Africa
2:00 Hospital-quick care in an

l nergency (Part II)
2:00 Living River
8:00 Malaria Control-testing children

in a small Kenyan village
1:00 Hospital-how blood is tested

(Part III)
2:00 How Do You Know?-music video/

clues and senses
1:00 Hospital-recap (Part IV)

Science Topics

Al

A4

A4

A4

A4

A4

A4b

A4b

A4b

Al,A4b

A4b

F

A4b

AUSTRALIA :.

WEEK
.

Monday (on): Platypus And Echidnas
: ^1 Australiawhere is it? what is it? Al,C1b

3:00 Gondwanalandanimation/the au
ancient super-continent

12:00 Piatypusing-hunting for the Al

duckbilled creature

ti02

Length Title and Desaiption Science Topics

1:00 Echidnas-I he way they live Al

2:00 Mammal Gcspel-what
platypus, echidnas, and people
have in common

5:00 Tracking Echidnas-the spiny ALF3

anteater
3:00 Echidna Birth-how they enter Al

the world

Tuesday (#712): Moths And Beetles
3:00 Australia-where is it? what is it? Al,Clb
3:00 Gondwanaland-animation/the Cla

ancient super-continent
10:00 Moth Hunting-important food for Al

ancient aborigines
1:00 Dung Beetle-a close-up look Al

11:00 Eating Dung-beetles that help Al

keep pastures clean

Wednesday (#713): Emu And Kookaburra
3:00 Australia-where is it? what is it? Al,Clb

3:00 Gondwanaland-animation/the Cia
ancient super-continent

17:00 Bird Watching-unusual birds A1,F2

native to Australia
1:00 Big Birds Don't Fly-Australia's

emus
3:00 Mallee Fowl-big, big bit ds Al

Thursday (#714): Koalas
3:00 Australia-where is it? what is it? Al,Clb

3:00 Gondwanaland-animation/the Cl a

ancient super-continent
11:00 Eating Leaves-how koalas get Al,A3

their food (Part I)
2:00 Marsupials-music video/mammals Al

with pouches
8:00 Eating Leaves-what's in A LA3

eucalyptus leaves (Part II)
2:00 Koalas-film and animation Al

summary

Friday (#715): Kangaroos
4:00 Australia-where is it? what is it? Al,Clb

3:00 Gondwanaland-animation/the Cla
ancient super-continent

2:00 Kangaroos-a large gathering Al

1000 Kangaroo Survey-counting them F

from the air
2:00 Kangaroo Facts-lifestyles of the Al

tall and hoppy
2:00 Marsupials-music video/mammals Al

with pouches
4:00 Birth Of A Kangaroo-and life Al

in a pouch

STRUCTURES
WEEK

Monday (no: Bubble, Bubble
2:00 Bubbles-the principle of surface B1,133b

tension (Part I)
13:00 Bubble, Festival-wonders with B1,133b

soapy water

13



length Title and Description

1:00 Bubblescovering the minimal
surface (Part II)

2:00 Structures Songmusic video/
structures and reasons

1:00 Bubblesthe bubbliest way
between three points (Part III)

7.00 Glassblowerworking with a very
viscous liquid

2:00 Bubblesblowing patterns in froth
(Part IV)

1 :00 Bubble Recipehow to blow your
own bubbles

Sdence Topics

B1,B3b

111

B1,B3b

B1,B3b

131,1331)

B1,B3b

Tuesday (#70: Pipes And Reeds
1:00 Tube Cataloga world of tubes, Bla

natural and human-made
1 :00 Structures Sonamusic video/ Bl

structures and reasons
1:00 Tube Strengthan experiment with Bia

a piece of plain paper
1:00 Bikeswhat makes a bike B3c

Olympic-fast?
8:00 Handmade Bikesbuilding a Blo,F3b

fast bicycle
2:00 Pipe Organthe wonderM sounds 13b

that come out of tubes
1:00 Reedstubes that occur vs nature Bla
HO Thatchingusing nature', reeds to 13b

build a strong roof
4:00 Tubes And Volumewhich shape Fl

holds the most?

Wednesday (iam) Chaos And Crystals
4:00 Making Crystalsmixing the Btd

ingredients (Part I)
2:00 Structures Songmusic video/ Bl

structures and reasons
2:00 Waiting For Snowtrying to catch Blzi

and examine flakes
2:00 Snowflake by flake, and Bld

piled deep
1 1:00 Snowflakeshow they take their Bld

unique shapes
2:00 Scientist Songmusic video in E

exciting profession
3:00 Science Fairkids explain F

their projects
1:00 Crystals Grawingtime-lapse Bld

photography
1:00 Making Crystalsthe crystallized BM

product (Part II)

Thursday (#719): Running Robots
3:00 Maze Runningwhat must a Alb,F1

hamster know to find its way?
1 2:00 Leg Labmoving and maintaining D1

balance all at once
1:00 Gyroscopesas they spin, they Od

help keep you on course
2:00 Scientist Song--;musie video/an E

exciting profession
6:00 Robot Shapesrobots help build D1,F3b

autos/androids don't
2:00 Structures Songmusic video/ B1

structures and reasons
(X) Pogolearning to jump on a 01

springy stick
14

length Title and Description

Friday (#710): Suspended In Air
2:00 Structures Songmusic video/

structures and reasons
2:00 Spiralsspirals in a rope help it

stretch when you fall
1 4:00 Dynamic Ropesmanufacturing

them and climbing with them
2:00 Scientist Songmusic video/an

exciting profession
6:00 Vine Divershigh dive with a

natural measure of saNly

GREECE
WEEK

Science Topics

B1

133b

Bla,B3b,F3b

E

B3b,Bla

Monday (#711): The journey Begins
5:00 Leaving New York City Cla

preparing for the trip
1:00 Greecewhere in the world is it? Cld

2:00 Corinth Canala sea-to-sea short- Clb
cut built by humans

2:00 At A Cafean orienting chat in Cld

Athens
5:00 Calderaa sleeping volcano and the Cl

lake it formed (Part 1)
1:00 Magmaanimationihow iron a

deposits rise from the earth
4:00 Calderathe volcanic lake is a Cl

natural lab (Part II)
1:00 Volcank Changeanimation/a Cla

volcano reshaped an island
5:00 Calderageological proof of Cl

volcanic action (Part III)
2:00 Santorinithis Greek island shows

the Earth is alive

Tuesday (#711): Under The Ash
1:00 Mantisis the myth a reality on the

island of Santorini?
1:00 Greecewhere in the world is it? Cld

1:00 Volcanic Changearimationia Cla

volcano reshaped an island
2:00 loan 800-year-old city built into

.teep ciiffs
1:00 Ancient Thiraa 1,000-year-old city Cl,F

in ruins (Part I)
5:00 Akrotirian archeological dig, a Cl,F

5,000-year-old city (Part D
2:00 Ancient Thirait takes imagination CU

to "see" the city (Part II)
3:00 Akrotiriolder than Thira, but Cl,F

better preserved (Part II)
2:00 The Boata reconstruction from F3

ancient frescoes
7:00 Learning From Frescoesancient F

paintings hold information

Wednesday (#713); Before History
1:00 Mantisis the myth a reality on the

island of Santorini?
1:00 Greecewhere in the world is it? Cld

(.1 00 0



Length Title and Dosaiption Scki-Lo kpics

6:00 Donkey Ridetransportation on a
rocky, hilly island

1:00 Volcanic Changeanimation/a
,volcano reshaped an island

7:00 Akrotirihow archeologists dig out C1,;=

the story (Part III)
7:00 Before Alsrotiri-6,000-year-oldjars Cl,F

suggest history's course
4:00 Atlantiscomparing a myth to

archeological facts

Thursday (#724): Sheep And Cheese
1:00 Greecewhere in the world is it? ad
2:00 Cheese Shopthere are many

kinds of cheese
19:00 Cheese Makinga Greek family F3b

does it the old-fashioned way
2:00 How Old Is Old?music video/ Fi

comparative ages
4:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Thing in the Trunk (Part I)

Friday (#725): The Parthenon
1:00 Greecewhere in the world is it? Cld

15:00 The Parthenonmodern engineers Bla,F3b
work to save a monument

2:00 How Old Is Old?music video/ Fl

comparative ages
4:00 The Boara floating reconstruction F3

from ancient frescoes
1:00 Studying The Pastmany ways to

learn about ancient times
4:00 Bloodhound GangCase of the

Thing in the Trunk (Part II)

ISLAND
WEEK

Monday (#726): Parrot Fish
1:00 Huckleberry Islanda small A2

island near New York City
1 00 Island Songmusic video/what an Clb

island's all about
1 :00 Where In The World Is Bonaire?

10:00 Parrot Fishstudying the "cows of ALF

the sea"
300 Dive Equipmentthe gear for a C4

safe time deep underwater
2:00 Air Compression Equipment Bl 0,836

how it works
:30 Huckleberry Islandwhat's an Clb

island made of?
1:00 Island Makinganimation and Cla

film/how it happens
3:00 Hike To Highest Pointlooking C1

out over Bonaire, a Caribbean isle
1 :00 How Do You Get To An island? Cl b

music video
2:00 Island Geologyhistory in stones Cla

Tuesday (#727): Lizards
1:00 How Do You Get To An Island? Clb

music video

Length Title and Description

1:00 Where In The World Is Bonaire?
13:00 Lizardsa scientist studies their

adaptation
2:00 Scientist Songmusic video/an

exciting profession
1:00 Island Makinganimation and

film/how it happens
3:00 Island Batsthe only mammals to

reach Bonaire on their own, because
they're the only mammals that fly

4:00 Night Divevisiting nocturnal
creatures of the sea

1:00 Island Songmusic video/what an
island's all about

Wednesday (#in): Coral
1:00 Where In The World Is Bonaire?
1 :()O Island Makinganimation and

film/how it happens
1:00 Huckleberry Islandthe accretion

of barnacles
7:00 Coral Babieshow do these choosy

creatures grow?
5:00 Coral Reef Mappingan

underwater task
1:00 How Do You Get To An Island?

music video
1:00 Huckleberry Island

archeological detectives
7:00 Island Archeologyevidence of

early human life
2:00 Island Kidsand the many

languages they speak

Thursday (#729): Flamingos
1:00 Where In The World Is Bonaire?
1:00 How Do You Get To An Island?

music video
2:00 Huckleberry Islanda great place

for birds to nest
7:00 Flamingosthey breed on Bonaire:

adults feed across the sea
3:00 Solar Salt Worksmining the

mineral from the sea
7:00 Touching The Seahow in touch

and feed sea creatures
2:00 Underwater Photographyhow

to take pictures in the sea
4:00 Night Divevisiting nocturnal

creatures of the sea

Friday (#730): Conch
1:00 Where In The World Is Bonaire?
1:00 Island Songmusic video/what an

island's all about
1:00 Huckleberry ....andfishing is

hunting
15:00 Conch Growingraising and

"planting" baby conch
2:00 Underwater Exploration

searching with scuba gear
1:00 Island Makinganimation and

film/how it happens
3:00 Island Batshow they get to

Bonaire, where they live

Science Topks

Cl a

Al

C4

Clb

Cla

A3

Al,A3

F3a

Clb

F3

DI

CI b

AI,A3

Al

F3b

C4

C4, F2

C4

CI b

C4

A1,A3

C4

Cla

Al
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Fingerprint Record Card
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DATE 0
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ARCH IT ECTURE
SHOWS 611.615 Architects shape space. They design
buildings far people's puvticular purposes: eating, sleep-
ing, work, and play. They put science tosome of its tough-
est, most practical testsmeeting human needs.
Architecture Week shows how.

Meeting Needs
Here's the architect's first

question: "What do you need?"
A traveling circus needs a big,
portable arena (Monday). Ma-
sai herders in Kenya need
homes that can be built quickly
with easy-to-find materials
(Tuesday). For a great cathe-
dral, quick construction mat-
ter., less than permanence and
grandeur (Wednesday). Are the
buildings sl.,own in these seg-
ments the best solutions to the
arch:tectuml problems? Stu-
dents can come up with alterna-
tive ideas.

Collect photos of a number of
buildings. Kids can try to guess
a building's fu nction from its de-
sign. Do schools have a distinct
look? Factories? Office towers?
Why?

On Friday's show, teenagers

try to design a tall, strong tower
using simple materials. Your
students ,:an take on a similar
challenge. With two sheets of
paper, seven paper clips, and a
pair of scissors, they can trs to
build the tallest possible tower.
With stronger materials, like
popsicle sticks, glue, and tape,
they can build a tower that'snot
only tall, but can hold up a
heavy book.

Standing Tall
Architects use their under-

standing of physics to keep
buildings standing. For in-
stance, they arrange a circus
tent's ropes so that tension holds
the roof five stories above tilt:
ground (Monday). An experi-
ment shows how tension holds
things up:

1. Take i square of corru-
gated cardboard (about eight

ow.

I

inches by eight inches), four feet
of string, a sharp pencil, scis-
sors, and a stapler.

2. Draw the diagonals of the
square.

3. The place where the diago-
nals cross is the center. Make a
hole at the center by pushing
the pencil all the way through.

4. Figure out a way to use the
string to make the pencil stand
up straight in the hole. Although
students may come up with
other solutions, one of the best
is to tie pieces of string to the
pencil as guy wires.



lAmy-IALS
SHOWS 616-620 o Mammals ere rats and bats
and tapirs and pandas and lots of other species

aicng

including humans. They're grouped together
because they share basic characteristics.Mammo!f;
Week offers fun facts about mammals, with
bLz.logy concepts including competition for resources,
adaptation, evolution, and natural selection.

common Trails
All mammals share basic chart --

teristics: hair or fur, live birth, lacta-
tion, and learning. Sea otters eat up
to 30% of their body weight daily in
order to generate heat. Their densely
packed fur retains the heat (Tues-
day). Fe..iale ele-
phant seals spend
two to three months
on land, bearing and
feeding their yoi.ng
(Wednesday). Ba-
boons in the wild and
chimpanzees at a zoo
learn to find food by
watching others,
practicing, and play-
ing (Thursday).

On Monday, cast
member David
Quinn learns how
scientists classify ani-
malscomparing traits lik<1 bone
structure. Kids can practice classifi-
cation by sorting a set of objects eh
multiple t.iiaracteristics: a ietk
of playing cards. a bag of Valentine's

Dramatic

Differences
Though mammals share charac-

teristics, they differ widely. Every
mammal may have hair or fur, but
each has a ci:stinctive type. Of nearly

,000 varieties of
bats, some navigate
with vision, others
with sonar-like echo-
location; some are
carnivorous, others
eat only fruit; and
only a few are dan-
gerous to humans
(Monday).

Many mammal dif-
ferences developed
as adaptations to en-
vironment. For in-
stance, the horse, the
rhino, and the tapir,

three differknt mammals living in
three difftrent environments, all
evolved from one ancestor (Friday')
Wildebeests, in danger of lion at-
.acks, have developed the ability to
run within a few hours of birth. Bears
deN,eloped their hibernating behav-
ior to withstand frigid winters
(Wednesday).

Examine differences and sim-
ilarities among mammals. Choose
twoone familiar (human,
dog, cat, gerbil,
etc.) and one un-
fa milia r. Re-
search habitat,
food, gestation
period, num-
b e r of off-
spring, etc.
How are the
common traits
of mammals ex-
pressed in each
species?

Day candies (different colors and
messages), even a random set of
library books.

Ammo NJ ca.tooitUIDUCtfOgi011itlXig r-1
C.) 0
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SHOWS 621-625 Models aren't lust k ys
they're tools. They're vereons of reality that
scienfisls can study. You can hold some in
your hand. Others are big enough to walk
through. Model5 may be symbols on paper
or blips in computer memory. Some lead to
major discoveries. Others are lust plain fun.

Scientific

Tools
Models represent real:ty. Some

are built for testing. Engineers de-
signing ships for the frozen waters of
northern Canada rEake model ice
ice that's weaker than ocean iceto
test their model ships. Aerospace

ts use matLy modelsdrawings,
computer models, and physical
scale-modelsto test new designs
(Thesday). Other models store infor-
mation. Globe- and map-makers
carefully choose colors and symbols
to atore information clearly and con-
cisely.

On Wednesday's show, first grad-
ers m4 their neighborhood. Your
students can make maps, tooe.g.,
of the classroom, the gym locker
room, the inside of a desk. Each map
should have a clear purpose, e.g., to
orient new students to the school, to
show where you can get a drink of
water or plug in a TV.

Start by gathering information,
measuring sizes and distances accu-
rately. Decide on an appropriate
scaleone that will fit on a page, with
room for all necessary information.
Don't forget a compass so user:: can
orient themselves to use the map. (It
doesn't have to say "North/South." It
could say "To the cafeteria" or "To
the mall.")

20

Models Involve

Choices
Model-makers decide what details

their models must include. Model
race cars don't need to protect pas-
sengers lives, so, unlike real cars,
they're not made of steel (Monday).
Miniatures built for museums don't
need to work as well as the objects
they're modeled onjust to look like
them. On the other hand, a model
knee, implanted in a human patient,
needs to work just like a natural
knee, though it may look quite differ-
ent (Thursday).

Maps, again, provide convenient
exa, toles of model-making choices.
Compare different maps of your
town, e.g., street map, public transit
map, election district map (available
at town halls), topographic map
(available at camping stores or from
the U.S. Geological Survey). What.
details does each map include?
Where do they overlap? Can you ex-
plain the map-maker's choices?

CUT OUT
CONTOUR

MAP

Modeling
Spaces

A simulated rain forest, built
to house animals in New York't
Central Park Zoo, Is a large-
scale three-dinlensional model.
Fridays progicim shows how it
was designoci in two dimensions
(on paper), then built in three.

Moving from 2-0 to 3-D can
be conceptually difficult. This
activity can help students grasp
the relationship between a flat
map and a three-cilmensional

1. Each student gets two cop-
ies of the repToducible pagea
contour map. Each band on
the map represents a different
elevation.

2. Take one copy of the
reproducible page. Carefully
cut out and set aside each ele-
vafion band.

3. Roli a ball of cicsir into long,
even strips.

4. Put one strip of clay under
each band. Acid another strip
for every 10feet of elevatton.
(One ship goes beneath the 10-
foot band, two strip; beneath
the 20-foot band, and so on up.)
If you don't have enough clay,
make clay 1 egs-1/4 inch tall for
every 10 feet of elevation.

5. Take the second copy of the
reprodudbie page. Place each
elevation band in itcoper
position on the map to build a
3-D model of the mapped area.

UNDER EACH
STRIP isaD ONE

11
CLAY PIECE FOR

EACH tO'

. A.
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At Home in

the Air
Dragonflies have been

airborne for 250 million
years. Butterflies only

, take to the air when
they're fully grown
(Wednesday). Ladybugs
fly, though they don't look
as if they could (Thurs-
day).

All airborne creatures
need to navigate (Mon-
-31y). How some do it re-
mains a mystery. Pigeons
find their way home from
great dLtances and only
some of the clues they use
are known. Bats, the only

hearing to navigate.

ability, depends on their
hearing sounds humans

vision and their special

sonar-like navigational

flying mammals, use both

Echolocation, the bats'

can't. Kids can test their
own navigational hearing
by playing "Marco Polo,"
a form of tag. One student,
blindfolded, is "It." Stani-
ing in a large open area,
she calls out "Marco." Her
classmates respond
"Polo." From the sounds
of their voices alone, she
has to track them down
and tag one of them. They
can keep moving, but they
must respond each time
"It" calls ou..

Slaying

Aloft
In order to fly, people

have had to lear a lot
about the physics o. the air
(Thursday). Gliders de-
pend on.air currents. A
softball's.flight is con-
trolled-by gravity, the
speed of the pitch, and the
spin a pitcher puts sin the
ball. Helium blimps stay
up because thetas-they
hold is less dense.thari at-
mospheric air. Hot air bal-
loons work the same way
(Tuesday).

Hot air is less dense be-
cause heat spreads air
molecules over a greater

space. To see this principle
at work, place an empty
soda bottle in a pail of ice
water, then pull a pre-
stretched balloon over its
top. Pass the bottle around
the class. As hands warm
it up, the air will expand
out of the bottle, filling the
balloon. Place the bottle in
a pail of hot water to ex-
tend the effect.

The Robot

Pferodadyl
Dinosaur lovers will be

intrigued by the combina-
tion of paleontology, aero-
dynamics, and computer
science that enabled a Cal-
ifornia firm to construct
and fly a half-scale robot
pterodactyl (Friday). The
roboVs.lprainrlike a real
pkgy.odactyl's, controls
head movement to keep
the machine on course.
The brain does a complex
job of information process-
ing, as David Quinn finds
out when he plays a
"pterodactyl - brain"
video game.

Kids can play a similar
game. Chalk an obstacle
course on the floor. One
student, the "pterodac-
tyl," tries to navigate the
course, following the in-
structions of another stu-
dent, the "pterodactyl's
brain." The game intro-
duces students to basic in-
formation processing
skillsanalyzing informa-
tion, creating c:ear in-
structions, and making
decisions "on the fly."etri



SHOWS 701-705 * 3-2-1
CONTACT bundles up and
heads south to unravel the
mysteries of the coldest
continent. Glaciers slide,
penguins dance, and seals

well, they sleepas your
students explore Antarciica
from the warmth of your
very own classroom.

Geffing There
After flying for 27 hours and half-

way round the world, 3-2-1 CON-
TACT's crew finally reached
Antarctica. At the last stop, in New
Zealand, the crew was issued a spe-
cial set ofcold-weather gear, specially
designed for the harsh climate they
would soon encounter (Monday).

Cold-weather clothes are made of
materials that insulate well. The fol-
lowing experiment displays surne dif-
ferences among materials' insulating
properties: Take several paper cups.
In each, make four vertical slits, cre-
ating flaps that fold down to cover the
cup. Fill each cup with hot tap water.
Take the water's temperature, using a
sturdy household thermometer. Now

r J
wrap each cup with a different mate-
rialwool, polyester, cotton, blends,
wet materials and dry ones, one layer
and several layers. (Scarves and
socks work well.) Check the water
temperature every half-hour for two
hours.

Compare the results. Cottcn, for in-
stance, insulatns poorly when wet.
Wool insulates wet or dry. Discuss the
materials in your students winter
clothes. Why don't people wear
heavy woolens in summer?

Land Under

the Ice
Antarctica is covered with ice, not

made of ice. But the covering car. be
9,000 feet thick. Beneath most of the
ice is landland that's actually ex
posed in certain "dry valleys" (Fri-
day). Yet. ice 300feet thick covers even
parts of the Ross Sea, at the conti-
nent's edge (Monday).

The physics of ice is fascinating.
For instance, water, unlike most ma-
terials, expands when it freezes. To
see this, place a couple of ice cubes in
a cup. Fill the cup to the brim with wa-
ter. The ice, since it's less dense, will
float on top, above the rim of the cup.
Lei the ice melt. Do students expect
tht. cup to overflow? It won't, since
6 ater takes up less space than,the ice
it melts from.
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SHOWS 701-705 *3-2-1
CONTACT bundles up and
heads south to unravel the
mysteries of the coldest
continent. Glaciers slide,
penguins dance, and seals
well, they sleepas your
students explore Antarctica
from the warmth of your
very own classroom.

Geffing There
After flying for 27 hours and half-

way round the world, 3-2-1 CON-
TACT's crew finally reached
Antarctica. At the last stop, in New
Zealand, the crew was issued a spe-
cial set of cold-weather gear, specially
designed for the harsh climate they
would soon encounter (Monday).

Cold-weather clothes are made of
materials that insulate well. The fol-
lowzig experiment displays some dif
ferences among materials' insulating
properties. Take several paper cups.
In each, make four vertical slits, cm.
ating flaps that fold down to cover the
cup. Fill each cup with hot tap water.
Take the water's temperatur e, using a
sturdy household thermometer. Now

wrap each -;t113 with a different mate-
rialwool, polyester, cotton, blends,
wet materials and dry ones, one layer
and several layers. (Scarves and
socks work well.) Check the water
temperature every half-hour for two
hours.

Compare the results. Cotton, for in-
stance, insulates poorly when wet.
Wool insulates wet or dry. Discuss the
materials in your students' winter
clothes. Why don't people wear
heavy woolens in summer?

Land Under

the Ice
Antarctic, is covered with ice, not

made of icP, But the cover;ng can be
9,000 feet wick. Beneath most of the
ice is landland that's ac'ually
posed in certain "dry valle;s" kFri-
day). Yet ice 300 feet thick covers even
parts of the Ross Sea, at the conti-
neas edge (Monday).

The physics of ice is fascinating.
For instance, water, unlike most ma-
terials, expands when it freezes. To
see this, place a couple of ice cubes in
a cup. Fill the cup tA the brim with wa
ter. The ice, since it's less dense, will
float on top, above the eim of the cup.
Let the ice melt. Do students expect
the cup to overflow? It won't, since
water takes up less space thar ii, ice
it melts from.
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CANT

\V-7-11P Take food:
-10 per person

or dog,
-15 per pony

.........."-.,

Team
falls in
crevasse. Can't

free ponies.

NAME

DATE
c:ONTACT

Trek to the South Pole

Take warm
clothes aad
fuel:

- 10 each

0 °

Sunny weather
melts a lake.
-4 each for

detour _

-4 per person or
dog. Lose all pony

points and extra
speed ' clear day.

-2 each Low on
food.

-3 each

a

0000
11.0S

P. 510110
NOttttl)

C 198.10,03.2.1C0014a

0

rLAST CHANCE
If you're leaving without
food and equipment, go

back to Base
Camp. If
you're com-
ing home,
igncwe these
instructions.

Take ropes
and safety gear:

-20 per team

Sunshine
continues!

- 1 each

I I
ft

0

Lost
in a storm

but you end up
nearer your goal.
Take another turn

White-out
storm! Can't
see! Go back

5 spaces

Bright
sunshine!

-2 each, and
take another

turn

14e.

Fair
weather today!

-2 each

Blizzard!
Can't move!

Skip next
turn!

F

Rough ice-
field hurts hoofs.

-2 perperson
or dog,

ii

Cold, cold
day slows
you down.

-4 each

You're
almost 1..

there!
-2 each

It

Find a seal for
food, but ponies don't

eat meat. Add 15points
per person or clog

Too
cold to move.

Huddle for warmth.
Skip a turn

0

"....

0

0



You and You Alone!
NAME

Every body's different. Circle the words that describe yours, then
graph your "body-line." For instance, the grey body-line on the graph
stands for a boy (B), who has red (D), wavy (B) hair, grey eyes (E), and
unattached earlobes (B). He can't roll his tongue (B), and his index finger
is longer than his forefinger (A). '

GENDER"III
A. GIRL
B. BOY

HAIR
COLOR
Maltanining
A. BROWN
B. BLACK
C. BLOND
D. RED

E. GREY/
WHITE

F. OTHER

HAIR
QUALITY
giannEMIN
A. STRAIGHT
B. WAVY
C. LOOSE

CURLS
D. TIGHT

CURLS
E. OTHER

EYE
COLOR

A. BLUE
B. BROWN
C. GREEN
D. HAZEL
E. GREY

F. OTHER

DATE

EAR
LOBES
iitagitIMENS
A. ATTACHED
B. UNATTACHED

CONTACT

TONGUE
ROLLING
MINISMONin
A. YES
B. NO

FINGER LENGTH
SEIMENEHMINE=
A. INDEX FINGER LONGER THAN

FOREFINGER
B. FOREFINGER LONGER THAN

INDEX FINGER

GENDER

C VMS UW/3.2.1 (OMAU

HAIR
COLOR

HAIR
QUALITY

EYE
COLOR

44 )
,

EAR
LOBES

TONGUE FIN:2ER
RCLLING LENGTH



SHOWS 711-715 Aus-
tralia may look like a big

island, but it's actually the world's
smallest continent. It's an isolated plat:s,

and home to many remarkable animalsfrom
morethan 50 species of kangaroos to theworld's only

egg-laying mammals. 3-2-1 CONTACT hunts out the mar-
velous creatures that ifflabit the land clown under.

Unique Species Insects for
Human SurvivalKangaroos (Friday) aren't the only

species unique to Australia. In an
afternoon of bird watching, Davii
Quinn discovers the magnificent king
parrot; the bowerbird, who decorates
his play area with bits of blue, and the
emu, a bird that can't fly, but can run
35 miles an ho:ir (Wednesday).

David joins scientists tracking the
echidna, or spiny anteatee (Monday),

the elusive, nocturnal platypus (Mon-
day), and the not-so-cuddly koala
(Thursday). He helps Australian sci-
entists tag these unusual animals so
they can study their lives in the wild.
Scientists stake out observation posts
and wait for tagged animals tu come
by. This method enables them to
answer questions about the animals'
livesfor instance, huw often do ani-
mals return to the same nabitats?

To see how tagging works, "tag-
your students with armbands uf
brightly colored cloth. Tag other
classes with other colors. At recess
and in the lunchroom, students can
take up obser vation posts and study
the traffic patterns, play choices, and
eating habits of tagged indiv duals dis-
persecLimalarger_population

Aborigines, the original inhabit-
ants of Australia, took advantage of a
protein source that now seems
strange: They ate moths. On Tues-
day, David, Michelle, and an Austra-
lian archeologist catch, roast, and eat
Bogong moths.

Another insect species, the dung
beetle, helps humans today. Austra-
lia's 30 million cattle drop some 360
million cowpads on the country's pas-
tures every day. To keep pastures
from being covered with leftovers,
some 30 species of dLag-eating bee-
tles have been introduced. Beetles
can eat 95 percent uf a cowpad in a
week, elleviating the problem (Tues-
day).

Students can see a similar phe
nomenon iii the classroomthe work
of molds, or microscopic fungi, in
decompos:ng bread. Moisten a piece
uf preservative-free bread, such as
rye or whole-grain br-ad frori bak-
ery. After a day or two in the open,
place the bread in a dark, damp
place. Be sure to cover it and tape it
closedsome students may be aller-
gic to the growing molds. Observe
over several days the molds grow,
eating away at the ').-ead. If students
try this experiment without moisten-
ing the bread, they'll see that molds
requirc not just food, but moistur2, to
live and grow. 47
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STRUCTURES
Natural Elegance

SHOWS 716-720 Strength. Flexibility.
Stability. Grace. What gives an oblect
these qualities? More often than not, it's
structurethe way nature, or people,
put the oblect together. 3-2-1 CONTACT
looks at the physics and the functions of
structures in nature and Technology.

Some of the world's most elegant
structures appear in nature. That's
because they make physical sense. In
crystals, for example, atoms are ar-
ranged in a regular, organized pat-
tern (Wednesday). In some cases,
such as snow, each crystal is unique,
although each has the same number
of sides. In others, such as sugar, all
crystals have the same shape.

Sugar crystals are a vivid, easily
made example of crystalline struc-
ture. 'Ile a knot in one end of a clean
string 'Ile the other end to a pencil.
Rest the pencil across the top cf
hard Flastk cup The string should
hang down, but not touch the bot-
tom.

Stir 2"2 cups of sugar into 1 cup of
water and cook over medium heat,
without stirring, until 3-4 rnitiu'e af-
ter the solution boils Allow to cool 2
minutes, then pour into students'
prepared cups. Allow the cups to sit
undisturbed for at least a week, cov-
ered with plastic wrap. Make daily
observations as crystals ("rock
candy") form on the string. At the
end, kids can eat the candy.

Functional

Design
People create struc-

tures for specific
$1.RVki.0: 4

functions. Often,
they use structural
principles found in
nature. For thou-
sands of years, peo-
ple in Britain have
roofed buildings with

thatch, taking advantage of the strength, resilience, and insulating qualities of
reedsnature's hollow cylinders. Today, bicycle manufacturers use the
physics of the cylinder in creating strung, light, rigid tube frames for bikes
(Tuesday).

How strong is a cylinder? First, lay a piece of paper like a bridge across two
blocks or books. One by one, plact. washers on the paper until the "bridge.'
colLpses. Now roll the paper into a cylinder an inch in diameter, sealing it
with t. ye. Place the cylinder across the blocks. Ile wasi.ers tot. string, and
hang the string on the cylinder. How many more washers can the same paper
support as a cylinder than it could when it was flat?

On Monday, Hopey and Todd visit a "bubble festival" at
Philadelphia's Franklin Institute. Bubbles form and interact
according to specific principles of physics. For instance, they
tend to enclose a given volume of air with the least possible
surface area. They're also Lin.

To study bubbles, pour a little bubble solution on a table-
top. (There's n mcipe in the box to the left.) Use a straw to blow
flat-bottomed bubbles on the table.

Blow, then pop bubbles. When the bubble bursts, measure
the diameter of the ring it leaves. How big was the bubble? Is
there a maximum size? A minimum? Why? Would these change
if you used more water in the bubble solution? More detergent?

Make two bubbles of different sizes which touch.
(The smaller one always bulges into the larger one. Why?)

Make several bubbles ot similar size which touch. (If three,
thoy'll probably just touch. If four, one will probably break,

I because four walls are less stable than three.)
Air .47



GREECE

Pieces of the Past

SHOWS 721-725 Greecea land
where up-to-the-minute science
uncovers clues to the ancient past.
Join an archeological dig on an
island reshaped by a volcano. Visit
a family of cheese-makers whose
methods blend past and present.
Watch engineers use modern tech-
nologies to restore the wonders of
the past. It all happens in 3-2-1
CONTACT'S Aegean adventure!

The Earth Is Alive
.7.

:7
The rocks of Santorini, an island in the Aegean Sea, bear wit-

B
E ness to a history of volcanic eruptions. Ancient cities lie buried
4 beneath the island's layer of volcanic ash (Tuesday, Wednes-
I day). Ircm-rich mud at the edge of a volcanic lake, or "caldera,"

i
anu suifurous gases rising from mountain vents provide evi-
dence (hat Santorini's v olcar.o is dormant, not extinct (Monday).

i
Kids can build a model volcano. The model erupts because of

a chemical reaction, not because of pressure building deep
1 within the Earth, but it does show how volcanoes bub'ole up,

pouring material forth and leaving a new layer of material on the

Isurface.
i Build a basic volcano shape with clay, styrofoam, or , ,pier

I
mache, placing a paper cup inside .e top. Mix baking soda and
water in the cup. In a second cup, mix vinegar and liquid dish

1
detergent. Pour the second mixture into the volcano. The vine-
gar and baking soda react to produce earbcn dioxide gas. The

igas forms bubbles in the detergent, which then flows up and out
: and over the side of the volcano. Experiment with different pro-
E portions of the ingredients.

When Santorini's v olcano erupted, a blanket of ash covered
the city of Akrutiri. Archeologists show cast member Hopey
Fitzpatrick the once-buried streets and shops of Akrotiri (Tues
day) and teach her how bits and pieces of pottery can be
cleaned, pieced together, and studied as e% idence of ancient
ways of life (Wednesday).

To give your class a sense of this w urk, present a set of piek.
broken from common objectse.g., pencils, tea cups, comt, s,
buckles. Students try tu identify the original objects. (With r.d
vanced students, use more complex object, such as one piece
from each of several jigsaw puzzles. Students are shov n pic-
tures of the puzzle and must match each piece with its puzzle )

The most famous remnant of ancient Grvcian architecture is
the Parthenon in Athens. Hope), learns how engineers are re
storing the Parthenon, ras,..(ged by air pullutiun and by the mis
takes made in prior reconstructions (Friday).

In d classroom version or archeological reconstruction, (LA. 10
blocks to build a structure. Don't let students see it. Sketch it,
th knock it down. Have students observe !he ruins and take
notes. Repeat at least three times. Then distribute copies of your
sketches. Can students match ti,e sketches with the ruins they
saw? (With several sets uf blocks, groups of students can build
and sketch, then test each other's archeological insights.)



SNOWS 726-730 A desert island isn't always a deserted
island. 3-2-1 CONTACT visits an island brimming with life
lizards and flamingos on land, conch and coral in the ocean,
and bats in the air. Welcome to a week of sun, sea, and scien-
tific discovery on the Caribbean isle of Bonaire.

Living in Isolation
An island is an isolated place. Living

things must swim, float, or fly there if
the island is to have any life at all (Tues-
day). Even so, an island may not have
enough resources to support its inhabit-
ants. Flamingos breed on Bonaire, but
there's only enough foo4 there for the
young. Adults must feed in Venezuela.
Each evening, they fly across the sea

Limited Resources
Humans living on a desert island

learn to make the most of limited re-
sources. Bonaire's land is too dry and
rocky to farm, so for years people have
eaten conch, a large snail that they har-
vest from the sea. The conch supply is
dwindling. Todd and Debra meet a sci-
entist who's working to restock the sea
with lab-nurtured conch (Friday).

One plentiful ocean
resource is saltand
one of Bonaire's few in-
dustries is mining salt
from the sea. In an an-
cient process, the salt
miners pump sea water
into shallow pods and
wait for the sun to evap-
orate the water, leaving
salt behind. In three
months, salt goes from a
sea solute to a salable

crystal (Thursday).
Kids can experiment with this proc-

ess in the classroom. Dissolve salt in wa-
ter. Pour a thin layer of the liquid into a
flat dish. Then, like the mine.s of 50-
naire, wait. When the water evapo-
rates, students will discover the crystals
left behind.

and back, leaving one or two behind to
babysit (Thursday).

The isolated nature of an island is
easier for students to grasp hen they
understand that most islands are the
tops of oceanic mountains: Use alumi-
num foil to rne a small tub or pan with an
"ocean floo.-," complete with mountains
and valleys. 13c. :.i.tre that some of the
mwritains rise above the rim of the tub.
Fill 6-ie tub with water. Students will see

the mountain tops become "islands"
in this model sea (see above).
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3-2-1 CONTACT is also a science

club. Youngsters, supervisedby a

leader, use the TV program as
motivation to find and understand
science in their daily For more

information, write to:

3-2-1 CONTACT Clubs
Children's Television Workshop
One Lincoln Plaza
New York, NY 10023



3-2-1 CONTACT Is also a science
magazine for chiklren 8-14. It is
published 10 times a year by Chilcirerys
Television Workshop, and it reinforces

the scientific co .,cepts, processes, and
principles of the TV program. To
subscribe, use the postage-paid order
card bound into this Guide. School bulk

subscription rates are also available.
For a sample copy, send acheck for

$2.00 to:
3-2-1 CONTACT Magazine
Dept. TG
Children's Televislon Workshop
One Lincoln Plaza
New York, NY 10023

-



Guidance Assockies, in
cooperation vitt-. (.. Adren's

Television Workshop, produces

audiovisual school prc4 sgs based

on 3-2-1 CONTACT.These, programs,
specially organized for classroom

use, are available in sound film

strip, video cassette, and 16mm film
formats. For a free catalog, use the

postage-paid card bound into
tnis Guide or call toll free:

1400-431-1242
,-...---,g,--se,--r-..e
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